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Abstrakt


Analyzujeme funkce standartní historie a to jak je lidé používají. Identifikujeme interaktivní zpětné vyhledávání jako neefektivní mechanismus standardní historie vhodný pro náhradu.

Prozkoumáním existujících nástrojů historie shellu najdeme nástroje, které řeší problémy s interaktivním zpětným vyhledáváním. Nacházíme také kontextové nástroje historie shellu, které ale nepřináší uživatelé velké zlepšení.

Navrhujeme systém historie shellu, který přináší výhody existujících nekontextových nástrojů historie. Zároveň náš návrh používá kontext k dalšímu zlepšení funkcí historie shellu.

Implementujeme podstatnou část našeho návrhu. Naše řešení zaznamenává historii shellu s kontextem. Terminálová aplikace vyhledává v historii a zobrazuje relevantní výsledky na základě současného kontextu.

Na základě dat o používání od našich uživatelů porovnáváme naše řešení s populárním existujícím nástrojem pro vyhledávání v historii – Hstr. Naše řešení v průměru podává podobný nebo lepší výkon než Hstr.


Klíčová slova Shell, Příkazová řádka, Historie shellu, Nástroje produktivity
Abstract

Even nowadays, the command line is a popular way to interact with computers. Shell history allows people to reuse previous commands, which increases productivity. The way people use shell changes based on context such as current directory. In this work, we intend to use the available context to enhance the standard shell history.

We analyze standard history features and how people use them. We identify reverse search as an inefficient standard feature we need to redesign.

By exploring existing history tools, we find tools that address the issues of reverse search. We also find out that existing contextual history tools do not bring much value to the user.

We design a history system that matches the improvement of state-of-the-art non-contextual history tools; Plus, it uses context to further enhance the capabilities of the shell history.

We implement the core parts of the design. It records shell history with context. A fullscreen terminal application searches the history and returns relevant results based on the current context.

Based on our users’ usage data, we compare our solution with one of the state-of-the-art history tools – Hstr. Our solution, on average, performs similarly or better than Hstr.

There are many situations where our solution outperforms Hstr. It requires less knowledge and less typing when searching. Our solution, on average, saves the user more typed characters.

Our solution has been installed over 600 times in the last four months. Some of our users previously used Hstr, and our application covers all of their previous workflows. We have received overwhelmingly positive feedback from the community.

Keywords Shell, Command line, Shell history, Productivity tools
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Introduction

Classic command line interfaces were mostly replaced by GUIs in consumer software\[1\]. However, among IT professionals and enthusiasts, CLIs and shells are a popular way to interact with computers\[2\].

Shell history enables shell users to reuse previously entered command line submissions. There are many people who care about shell history tools\[3\].

Shells like Bash and Zsh were initially released around the year 1990. History features in these shells have not seen many improvements since the beginning of the millennium. In this work, we analyze the standard shell history mechanisms to find how they could be improved.

People use shell differently in different situations. For example, some directories contain projects, and people might use different commands based on which project they are working on. We think that we could use directories and more additional information to improve the capabilities of shell history.

We focus on Unix-based operating systems because more than half of all developers use them\[4\]. Default shell on GNU/Linux is Bash\[4\] and default shell on MacOS is Zsh\[4\]. Because of that, we focus on these two popular shells.

In the first chapter, we examine standard history features and what issues people encounter when using them. We introduce target users and formulate typical shell history workflows. Then, we explore existing history tools and how they improve standard shell history. In the second chapter, we design a new contextual history system based on our analysis. Third, we describe the implementation of the core parts of the designed system. Finally, in the fourth chapter, we test the system using data we collect from our users. Based on that, we draw conclusions about this work.

---

1CLIs and shells are active topics on websites that are popular among developers. Specifically, GitHub Topics, Stack Overflow, and Super User all register notable activity under topics/tags about CLIs, Bash, and Zsh.

2We have sparked a wave of reactions by asking people about what shell history tools they are using. \[2\]

3According to \[3\], 25.6% and 26.8% of developers use Linux and MacOS, respectively.

4According to \[5\], Zsh is the default shell in MacOS since October 2019.
Defined terms

To avoid confusion throughout this work, we define several terms.

**Command line entry** The contents of the command line submitted by the user to the shell. We sometimes also use terms *history entry* or *command line submission*.

**Command stub** The first word of the command line entry, usually an executable program or a script.
In this chapter, we review the current state-of-the-art. We examine standard shell features because they represent both what people are used to and the starting point for our solution.

Because we want to know who we design for we introduce target users for our future design. We formulate shell history workflows based on shell usage data we have collected from several people. These workflows show us when standard shell history features work well and when there are issues. We explain the limitations and disadvantages of standard shell history features.

After that, we review existing history tools to see what problems they solve. We identify tools that address the issues of standard shell history features. We also find contextual history tools that do not bring much value to the user.

Then, we explore what contextual information is available in the shell. We break it down into multiple distinct categories. For each category, we describe how it relates to shell usage and how it could be useful in history tools.

1.1 Standard shell history features

In this section, we describe common standard shell history features of Bash [6] and Zsh [7]. Most of these features are enabled by default; The user can use them without configuring them first. We cover following history features:

- Saving history entries
- History substitution
- Stepping through recent history
- Prefix search
- Reverse search
- Manual history filtering
1. Analysis

1.1.1 Saving history entries

Whenever you submit a command line entry in shell, it is added to the history. Saved history entries are then available for future reuse.

It is possible to configure shell to not save duplicate entries to history. In Zsh, we can also keep duplicates in history but prevent them from showing up when searching. There are options to prevent specific command line entries from being saved to history based on a user-specified pattern.

We can configure shell history to save the time of the execution alongside the history entry. In Zsh, it is also possible to record and save the duration of the execution.

Missing history entries When we execute a command line entry, we generally expect to be able to find it in history. This is not always the case. There are multiple reasons why executed command line entries can be missing in the shell history.

In Bash, simultaneous terminal sessions can overwrite the history of one another when it is being written to disk. This can be prevented by properly configuring the shell.

Shell history is not unlimited. We might not be able to find history entries simply because they are too old and our history size is too small. The size of shell history can be increased with configuration options.

1.1.2 History substitution

History substitution is a powerful feature that allows users to reuse previous history entries or their parts. For example, we can use !! to repeat previous history entry and !$ to repeat its last argument. Executing a history entry based on its absolute or relative index can be done using !5 or !~2, respectively.

The flexible notation of history substitution makes it possible to match recent history and perform substitutions on them. For instance, !cc executes the last history entry that starts with cc. An example of substitution is !!:s/foo/bar/. It retrieves the previous history entry and replaces instances of foo with bar.

History substitution is powerful and flexible, but it is non-interactive. Users do not know what the substitution evaluates to until they execute it. For example, submitting !rm could lead to irreversible losses.

It is possible to configure shell to show us the result of the substitution before executing it. Doing so, however, adds an extra step to each history substitution we perform. The additional required interaction can be very annoying in simple cases such as sudo !!. A less invasive way to evaluate the substitutions before execution is magic-space; It causes shell to expand substitutions after we press SPACE.
1.1.3 Stepping through recent history

Repeatedly pressing \texttt{ARROW\_UP} gives us access to immediately previous history entries. Conversely, we can press \texttt{ARROW\_DOWN} to get back to the original command line.

This is a quick and convenient way to access recent history entries. Instead of trying to remember the previous history entries, we can interactively step through them.

Quite obviously, this is not a great way to access older than recent history entries. Pressing \texttt{ARROW\_UP} many times and reading the results as they appear can take considerable amounts of time.

1.1.4 Prefix search

Prefix search works similarly as stepping through history using \texttt{ARROW\_UP}. It returns previous history entries that match the prefix we have already typed. This enables us to reuse recent and even older history entries based on their prefix. Prefix search is convenient in practice. For example, we can search for the previous \texttt{git} commands which all most likely start with \texttt{git} prefix.

When there is no prefix, prefix search works just like simple stepping through recent history. Because of that, it can be bound to arrow keys and used as a reasonable replacement for the default behavior. We can find prefix search configured this way in a popular Zsh configuration framework – Oh-my-zsh \cite{oh-my-zsh}.

In both Bash and Zsh, the prefix search is not configured by default. Before we people can start using it, they need to find out that it exists and configure it. This is one of many examples where we can see the importance of default configuration. Many people only know the default state of the shell because they never change the default configuration.

1.1.5 Reverse search

With the prefix search, we could only search the history by a prefix. Reverse search allows us to interactively search for previous history entries based on any part of the command line entry. It can be activated using \texttt{CTRL\textasciitilde R}.

In contrast to prefix search, the reverse search is available by default, and people seem to use it a lot. Reverse search is the most powerful interactive history search feature included in Bash and Zsh.

The reverse search might seem like the perfect way to search history. However, it does have its limitations. First, we cannot search using more than one word. In other words, the search query needs to be consecutive. Second, only one result is displayed at a time. We need to repeatedly press \texttt{CTRL\textasciitilde R} to see more results.
Pointing out these limitations might seem like nitpicking. However, later we will see that they do limit the searching capabilities of reverse search significantly.

1.1.6 Manual history filtering

Shells offer built-in commands to print and control history. Built-in command history and standard shell utilities can be used for powerful history searching. For example, to search the history using two words and displays all matching results we can run following command line entry.

```
history | grep 'word1' | grep 'word2'
```

Manually filtering history overcomes the limitations of reverse search. However, extra typing is necessary to complete the searches compared to interactive methods. Plus, unlike with reverse search, we cannot see the results update as we type the search query.

1.2 Target users

When designing any product, we need to make sure we know who the product is for. Shell history tools are no exception. To capture the target user-base, we are modeling two typical users as personas.

1.2.1 Typical experienced shell user

Experienced professional programmer Peter develops, deploys, and operates back-end applications. The main languages he uses at work are C and C++. He has years of experience with developing on and for the Linux operating system. He is proficient in Bash, and he has written a few small shell scripts to increase his productivity.

His editor of choice is Vim. He has a sizable Vim configuration with multiple Vim plugins he collected over the years.

The shell he uses is Zsh with Oh-my-zsh [9] shell configuration framework. On top of that, he maintains a set of his own custom options and aliases. He puts the resulting configurations on his machines. He does not change his configuration often, but he likes to be able to configure his shell and other tools he uses.

He often uses ssh to log into remote machines. The remote machines are shared and have the default shell configuration. He keeps his shell and editor configuration somewhat similar to the default one because he does not want to constantly switch between very different environments.

His daily shell workflows include complex commands with many long arguments and switching between many different projects. When coming back to a project, he sometimes cannot remember what command line entries he
was using. He is familiar with Make, but he often forgets to create Makefiles for typical tasks in projects.

He makes use of interactive history features like reverse search and prefix search. However, he quite often uses manual history filtering.

```
history | grep 'pattern1' | grep 'pattern2'
```

It is more powerful than the reverse search and sometimes it also feels more comfortable. Manual filtering allows him to search by more than one pattern and to see many of the matching results.

### 1.2.2 Typical novice shell user

Junior data analyst *Mark* has recently started his first job. He uses shell because he needs it at work. The primary language he uses is Python.

The editor he uses is Visual Studio Code because it was recommended to him by a coworker. He likes that it suggests extensions to install based on files he is working with.

He is using Bash with the default configuration provided by Ubuntu distribution. Apart from that, he does not have any custom shell configuration.

Since he does not have much experience with shells, he does not understand the shell configuration files. Because of that, he does not feel confident editing them.

If he discovered or someone recommended a new shell tool to him, he would prefer an installation without the need to edit the shell configuration files. Additionally, he expects any programs and tools he installs to work out-of-the-box without requiring much configuration.

There are shell history features he is not aware of such as history substitution and prefix search. He uses arrow keys to get recently submitted command line entries, and he presses `CTRL-R` when looking for history entries further in the past.

### 1.3 Common shell history workflows

Now that we know who our target users are, we can formulate common workflows for them. Workflows are formulated based on interviewing users, collected shell usage data\(^5\) and our experience with shells.

Some of the workflows can be easily fulfilled using standard history features. Others are either difficult or impossible to complete. We describe and explain the issues people can encounter when using standard history features.

\(^5\)We have collected shell history and usage data from a few people with different experience levels. We used this data to find workflows and to determine how common different workflows are.
1. Analysis

In the next few sections, we describe following workflows in detail:

- Editing an immediately preceding history entry
- Blindly retrieving very recent history entries
- Retrieving recent history entries
- Editing retrieved history entries
- Repeating a sequence of history entries
- Searching with limited knowledge
- Searching with implicit context

1.3.1 Editing an immediately preceding history entry

In this first workflow, the user submits a command line entry but is not satisfied with the result. To fix that, he retrieves the immediately preceding history entry, modifies it, and executes it again. We will look at multiple example sequences of command line submissions for this workflow.

```
wget https://pastebin.com/raw/EDELXNYp --silent
wget https://pastebin.com/raw/EDELXNYp --quiet
```

In this example, the user is trying to download a file from pastebin using wget. The first command ends with a non-zero exit status because --silent is not an option of wget. He presses ARROW_UP to retrieve the previous command line entry, fixes the mistake, and presses ENTER to submit the command line entry again.

Using ARROW_UP is efficient in situations when we need to either edit the end of the command line entry or append to it. The next example shows a different case.

```
apt-get install zsh
sudo !!
```

Here, the user wants to install the zsh package. The command fails because superuser permissions are needed to install packages to the system. Instead of using interactive history features, the user uses history substitution !! which repeats the previous history entry.

By using !! we can efficiently prepend or append to the previous command line entry. There are other history substitutions but !! is by far the most commonly used one.

So far, we only saw situations where the submitted command line ended with a non-zero exit status, and then the user fixed the error. This is not
always the case because not all errors result in a non-zero exit code. Some errors are logical, and not all programs respect the convention of properly signaling errors. Additionally, users sometimes gradually change and develop a command line entry to make sure that each step of the process works as intended. This is shown in the example below.

```
sort data.txt
sort data.txt | uniq -c
sort data.txt | uniq -c > data_processed.txt
```

In this next example, we see how the user processes `data.txt` file. In each step, he uses `ARROW_UP` to retrieve the previous history entry and continues editing it. When he is satisfied with the result, he redirects the processed data into a file.

This example shows that there is not always an explicit error that could be detected by the shell to predict that the user will retrieve the previous history entry. It also shows that the editing process can often be continuous.

We just saw multiple different situations in which people continue working on the same command. We also saw different approaches to retrieving previous history entries. It is worth noting that in all of these situations, the user relies on the order of the shell history.

### 1.3.2 Blindly retrieving very recent history entries

This second workflow is a retrieval and execution of a very recent history entry. Here, the user remembers the exact position of the history entry he wants to retrieve. An example of such workflow is running the following sequence of command line submissions.

```
make build
vim hello_world.c
make build
```

First, we use `make` to build a project. Then we edit a file using `vim`. After that, we press `ARROW_UP` twice and press `ENTER` to execute the retrieved history entry – `make build`.

Consider, if we used a graphical editor or if we ran the editor from a different terminal. In such case, we would only have to press `ARROW_UP` once but the workflow would essentially stay the same.

When retrieving very recent history entries the users often remember the exact position of the history entry; This means that they do not read the history entry that appears on the command line but they blindly execute it instead. This is an efficient workflow that shows us the importance of the order of recent history entries.
1. Analysis

1.3.3 Retrieving recent history entries

The third workflow is a retrieval of history entry that is still recent, but the user no longer remembers the exact position in the history list. This means that the user needs to read the history entries as they appear to see if the desired entry was retrieved. An example sequence of command line entries for this workflow follows.

```
systemctl start nginx.service
systemctl status nginx.service
tail /var/log/nginx/error.log
nginx -t
vim /etc/nginx/nginx.conf
nginx -t
systemctl start nginx.service
```

In this example, the user is trying to start an Nginx web server. At first, the server does not start, and the command returns an error. The user quickly realizes that there is a syntactic error in the configuration file after checking it using `nginx -t`. Then, the configuration is fixed using `vim`, and the syntax is rechecked using `nginx -t`.

At this point, the user presses `ARROW_UP` five or six times to retrieve a recently executed command line entry `systemctl start nginx.service`. Every time they press `ARROW_UP` a single result appears, and they need to read it. There is no way to tell if the desired result is one press of a button away, three, or seven.

You might think that people would not press `ARROW_UP` five or six times and would rather use other history mechanisms. However, the usage data we collected shows that even someone who claimed not to press `ARROW_UP` excessively actually does so quite often. Pressing `ARROW_UP` five times is more common than you would expect, and pressing it over ten times is rare, but it still happens. We also quite often saw people pressing `ARROW_UP` too many times and then using `ARROW_DOWN` to go back to previous history entries. We think that it is easy to overshoot when you only see one history entry at a time.

Prefix search An efficient alternative way to fulfill the same workflow is to use the prefix search. To use prefix search, the user needs to remember the first word or at least the first few characters of the command line entry; This is likely since all the command line entries we are retrieving in this workflow are recent.

---

It could take five or six depending on whether or not the user has history deduplication turned on.
1.3. Common shell history workflows

We will use the example with Nginx to compare using prefix search with the simple stepping through recent history. When using prefix search, the user types in a prefix – `systemct1` – and presses `ARROW_UP` twice to get to the desired history entry. In contrast, when only using `ARROW_UP`, it took five or six presses to get to the history entry.

This might not seem like an improvement because we need to type the prefix before we start pressing `ARROW_UP`. However, we have to realize that going through multiple history entries and reading them one by one requires a significant amount of time and effort compared to typing. This is a good example of how the number of keystrokes is not the only thing we should be taking into account. Generally speaking, shell history should save effort and time of its users. Retrieving previous history entries should be both mechanically and cognitively less demanding than typing them again. [11]

1.3.4 Editing retrieved history entries

In the previous section, we saw a workflow where the user retrieved a recent history entry and executed it without any changes. Now, we look at a similar workflow. Here, the user retrieves a history entry, edits it, and then executes it again. Workflows with editing are a little less common than those with direct execution according to the usage data we collected. An example of a workflow with editing follows.

```
curl --data "value=test" http://localhost:8080/submit
git add pkg/submit/submit.go
git commit --message "fix submit endpoint"
git tag v2.4.0-rc.1
git push
git push --tags
curl --data "value=test" http://test.example.com:8080/submit
```

Here, the user is using `curl` to test a server endpoint running locally at `localhost:3000/submit`. After being done with the testing, he commits the changes, tags the version as a pre-release[7] and pushes both commits and tags to the upstream. This triggers a CI pipeline that deploys the new version to the testing environment. The user wants to test that the endpoint also works there.

At this point, the user presses `ARROW_UP` six times to get to the desired history entry[8]. After retrieving the desired history entry, the user needs to edit it to change the server URL from `localhost` to `test.example.com`. He holds down `ARROW_LEFT` for about a second, holds down `DELETE` for about a second.

---

[7] Here "rc" in "v2.4.0-rc.1" version stands for release candidate which is sometimes used to mark pre-release versions.

[8] Alternatively, he could also use prefix search which would be more efficient.
second, types `test.example.com`, and finally executes the changed command line entry.

This seems a little tedious, but it is still more efficient than typing the whole command line entry from scratch. Instead of navigating by and deleting single characters, we could use `CTRL+ARROW_LEFT` to navigate by words and `ALT+BACKSPACE` to delete whole words; This would be faster and more efficient.

This workflow shows us how people edit history entries after they retrieve them. We see that standard history mechanisms make it possible to edit history entries after retrieval. This is a useful property that we should include in our designs as well.

1.3.5 Repeating a sequence of history entries

In this workflow, the user has executed a sequence of command line entries. He wants to retrieve and repeat all the command line entries in the sequence. Consider the following example.

```bash
gcc generate_dot.c -o generate_dot.out
./generate_dot.out > graph.dot
dot -Tpng -o graph.png graph.dot
feh graph.png
gcc generate_dot.c -o generate_dot.out
./generate_dot.out > graph.dot
dot -Tpng -o graph.png graph.dot
feh graph.png
```

In this example, we are editing the `generate_dot.c` file in another window. In current terminal, we compile a source file `generate_dot.c`, generate a graph in the DOT [12] language, run Graphviz [13] command `dot` to generate an image, and finally use image viewer `feh` [14] to display the resulting image.

After observing the image, we edit the source file `generate_dot.c` in another window.

Now, we want to repeat the whole process of generating the graph and view the resulting image. To retrieve the `gcc` history entry, we press `ARROW_UP` four times. Retrieving the next `./generate_dot.out` entry also takes four presses of `ARROW_UP`. Similarly, we need four keypresses for each of `dot` and `feh` history entries.

We need four keypresses every time because with each executed command line entry, we are pushing all the history entries further back in the history. We see that using `ARROW_UP` to repeat a block of history entries is quite inefficient.

There is another standard history mechanism we could use to repeat a block of history entries. Executing `fc -4 -1` opens an editor with the last four history entries and then, closing the editor executes the commands. This, however, is quite cumbersome in practice, and not many people seem to use it.
1.3. Common shell history workflows

Repeating a sequence of history entries is not the most common workflow. However, it shows us the limits and inefficiencies of standard shell history.

1.3.6 Searching with limited knowledge

In all the workflows we discussed so far, the user wanted to retrieve a fairly recent history entry. Now, we move on to workflows where the user searches for older history entries. In these workflows, the user’s memory is often a limiting factor; Both the knowledge of shell history and the desired command line entry are limited.

Below, we see an example of such workflow. The upper part contains relevant history entries from history. In the bottom part, we see the command line entry the user wants to find.

```
# relevant history entries:
  cd git/thumbnail_api
  ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
  scp root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com:/log/thumbnail/1.log
  git commit -m "improve api logging"
  ...
  cd git/thumbnail_worker
  ssh root@thumbnail-worker-1.dev.example.com
  ssh root@thumbnail-worker-2.dev.example.com
  ssh root@thumbnail-worker-3.dev.example.com
  ...
  ssh 192.168.2.105
# desired command line entry:
  ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
```

In the example above, the user wants to remotely log into a thumbnail api server in the development environment using ssh.

If the user saw the full example in front of him as we do now, it would be quite easy to choose a good searching strategy. However, the user does not see, nor he remembers all the relevant information. He will need to make use of his limited memory to find the desired command line entry.

A common way to search shell history is reverse search. The user initiates the reverse search by pressing CTRL-R and types in the query thumbnail. The resulting prompt is shown below.\[^{9}\]

\[^{9}\]The search result and the prompt should be on the same line. We moved them to separate lines because they would not fit the page otherwise.
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Here, we see that the `thumbnail` query matched a history entry that is not very relevant. The user makes the query more specific by typing `-api`.

```
(reverse-i-search)`thumbnail-api`:

cp root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com:/log/thumbnail/1.log
```

The reverse search still does not show the desired history entry. However, it shows a result that is much closer to what the user is looking for. The user thinks that the query is specific enough and presses CTRL-R to show the next search result.

```
(reverse-i-search)`thumbnail-api`:

ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
```

The next result is the desired history entry; The user can press ENTER to execute it. This was a pretty efficient but also a quite idealistic reverse search example. It worked out so well because the user was able to provide a specific enough query – `thumbnail-api`. We should look at a more realistic situation where the user struggles to come up with such a query.

**Realistic example of reverse search** In this example, we are using the same shell history and desired command line entry as in the previous example. Again, the user wants to remotely log in to a `thumbnail api` server in the development environment using `ssh`. He presses CTRL-R and starts searching using `ssh` as a query; It is very natural and quite common to use the beginning of the line as a query in reverse search.

```
(reverse-i-search)`ssh`:

ssh 192.168.2.105
```

The most recent matched history entry does not look very promising. The user tries to extend the query to `ssh thumbnail`.

```
(failed reverse-i-search)`ssh thumbnail`:

ssh 192.168.2.105
```

Here, we see how the user struggles to make the query more specific; Extending the query requires knowledge of the details of the desired command line entry. The user does not remember that he should be logging in under `root`.

The user sees that the search has failed, and so he aborts it by pressing CTRL-C. Then, he starts over by pressing CTRL-R. He types `thumbnail` as a query, hoping it will bring better results.

```
(reverse-i-search)`thumbnail`:

ssh root@thumbnail-worker-3.dev.example.com
```
This result is an improvement over the previous one. However, it is still far from what we are looking for. The user should extend the query to make it more specific.

Previously, we assumed that the user remembers enough to extend the query to `thumbnail-api`; That is a bold assumption. What if the user does not remember that words `thumbnail` and `api` are adjacent or that they are delimited by a dash symbol? In practice, it is hard to come up with a query that only matches the desired history entry. Oftentimes, the query matches many other history entries, which forces us to go through multiple search results.

The user is in a similar situation. He presses `CTRL-R` repeatedly to display the search results one by one. At first, the user presses `CTRL-R` slowly to have enough time to read the results. After about three keypresses, he becomes impatient and speeds up. This does not leave enough time to properly read each of the results, which causes him to press `CTRL-R` one too many times.

```
(reverse-i-search)'thumbnail': cd git/thumbnail_api
```

The user knows that pressing `CTRL-S` should bring back the previous result. However, he also knows that pressing `CTRL-S` freezes all input coming to his terminal; This is the default¹⁰ behaviour and he could never be bothered to find out how to fix it.

At this point, the user gets annoyed because the only option is to start over. He aborts the search, presses `CTRL-R`, and types in the query `thumbnail`. Then, it takes five presses of `CTRL-R` to get to the desired result; This time he is more careful not to go too far again.

**Limits of reverse search** As we just saw, the reverse search is not always an effective way to search the shell history. It heavily relies on the ability of the user to form a single continuous query: A single query that is specific enough to match the desired history entry without matching many other history entries.

This drawback is further amplified by only displaying a single result at a time. Showing multiple results at a time would make it easier to find the desired history entry in cases when there are many matching results.

Despite these downsides, the reverse search is a quite popular way to search the shell history. Why do people use it, given the disadvantages we discussed? The reverse search is not without its flaws, but it is still the most powerful interactive way to search the shell history.

If the reverse search is as bad as we claim, are there other alternatives that people choose to use instead? Another quite popular method people

¹⁰In default configuration on many popular distributions `CTRL-S` produces XOFF – a software flow control sequence that stops all input coming to the terminal.
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use is manual history filtering. Manual filtering searches the history non-interactively; It brings its own set of advantages and disadvantages, which we cover in the next section.

**Manual history filtering** As mentioned before, manual filtering is a popular non-interactive way to search the shell history. It can be used to fulfill similar workflows as the reverse search. To properly compare the two methods, we will use the same example as before. You can see the same relevant history entries with the same desired history entry below.

```
# relevant history entries:
   cd git/thumbnail_api
   ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
   scp root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com:/log/thumbnail/1.log
   git commit -m "improve api logging"
   ...
   cd git/thumbnail_worker
   ssh root@thumbnail-worker-1.dev.example.com
   ssh root@thumbnail-worker-2.dev.example.com
   ssh root@thumbnail-worker-3.dev.example.com
   ...
   ssh 192.168.2.105
# desired command line entry:
ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
```

As in the previous example, the user wants to remotely log in to the `thumbnail api` server in the development environment using `ssh`. He uses the `history` built-in to print the shell history together with the `grep` command to filter the history entries.

First, he types `history | grep ssh`; The output could look something like this.

```
$ history | grep ssh
... ...
421 ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
450 ssh root@thumbnail-worker-1.dev.example.com
451 ssh root@thumbnail-worker-2.dev.example.com
452 ssh root@thumbnail-worker-3.dev.example.com
489 ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
492 ssh 192.168.2.105
```

Using manual filtering displays all five matching history entries at the same time. The user can skim through the results looking for the desired history entry. After he finds the result, he can either copy and paste it using a mouse or can use history substitution.
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The user found the desired history in the list and uses history expansion to execute it. He types `!421` and presses `ENTER`.

```bash
$ !421
  ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
```

This was pretty quick and efficient. However, what if there were more matching history entries? What if the user could not spot the desired history entry in the list of results?

In such a case, nothing prevents the user from further filtering the results. Pressing `ARROW_UP` retrieves the previous command line entry, and typing `| grep thumbnail` adds another query. He can repeat this until he is happy with the filtered results.

```bash
$ history | grep ssh | grep thumbnail | grep api
421  ssh root@thumbnail-api.dev.example.com
```

Here, using three queries filtered out all history entries but the desired one.

**Advantages of manual filtering** We saw that manual filtering has some clear advantages over the reverse search. First, skimming through the displayed results is relatively quick. This allows the user to use queries that are not very specific. Even generic query like `ssh` that was not specific enough for reverse search gave us some useful results when filtering manually.

Additionally, in a situation when the query is not specific enough, it is easy to combine multiple queries together. This makes manual filtering much more powerful than the reverse search. When using the reverse search, we had to choose between the queries. Here we can use all of them. This results in a very flexible workflow where we refine the search instead of guessing which single query we should use.

As we already mentioned earlier, manual filtering is a non-interactive history mechanism. This comes with an obvious disadvantage: To filter history manually, the user has to type extra characters `history | grep` instead of simply pressing `CTRL-R` to initiate the reverse search. In some situations, the reverse search might be a more effective way to search the history.

1.3.7 Searching with implicit context

In the previous workflows, we saw that searching history heavily relies on the memory of the user. When the user does not remember enough, the efficiency of the standard history searching mechanisms is reduced.

Now, we consider situations where it is possible, at least partially, to replace the user’s knowledge with other information. In the following examples,
we will see how we could improve the shell history by using additional information such as exit status or current working directory.

# relevant history entries:
    dd if=~/ubuntu.iso of=/dev/sdc bs=4M status=progress
    sudo dd if=~/ubuntu.iso of=/dev/sdc bs=4M status=progress
    dd if=~/manjaro.iso of=/dev/sdc bs=4M status=progress
    sudo dd if=~/manjaro.iso of=/dev/sdc bs=4M status=progress

In this example, the user wants to use **dd** to create a bootable USB drive from an ISO file. The user uses **dd** as a search query. We are not considering a specific existing history mechanism. Instead, we discuss the possibilities and potential of shell history in this particular situation.

All of the history entries in the example match the query. However, not all of these history entries are useful. Two of the entries that do not start with **sudo** will result in an error if executed.

In situations like this one, it could be useful if the history entries that originally ended with a zero status code were displayed before the ones that failed. Reordering search results could help the user to find the relevant results more quickly.

**Directory sensitive history**  In this next example, we look at the advantages of directory-sensitive history.

# relevant history entries:
    cd ~/git/image_server
    git pull
    vim pkg/encoder/encoder.go pkg/encoder/util.go
    make build
    make build && ./scripts/run_tests.sh --quick
    git commit -am "refactor encoding"
    ssh root@image-server-2.c137.dev.example.com
    ssh root@processing-node-13.c137.dev.example.com
    VERSION=2.4.2 make release
    git commit -am "release 2.4.2"
    git tag v2.4.2
    git push
    git push --tags

Here, we see a section of shell history related to a specific project. The user executed all of the command line entries above a long time ago in the ~/git/image_server/ directory. He did not work on the image_server project since. This means that he does not remember these history entries.

---

11In this example, the user is not currently logged in as a superuser.
Plus, his history is filled with many other command line entries he executed since.

The user comes back to the project by typing and executing `cd ~/git/image_server`. He wants to continue working on the project. To do so he needs to edit some code, build the project, test it, and release a new version. However, he does not remember the specific command line entries for these tasks.

Some of the command line entries he needs are easy to remember because they are generic. Examples of such entries are `git pull` which pulls new changes from upstream, and `make build` which build the project. However, some of the tasks require knowledge specific to this project. For example, it might take some effort to find out that running tests is done using `./script/run_tests.sh`. Similarly, it is not obvious that `VERSION` environment variable should be set when running `make release`.

This information is stored in the shell history, but it is not easy to retrieve. Standard history mechanisms only search by the command line entry itself. It could be very useful if the user was able to display and search the history from the current directory.

### 1.4 Existing history tools

In this section, we take a look at popular existing history tools. Many of these tools relate to the workflows we identified earlier. We describe how these tools work, and we explain how they are useful to users.

Most of the tools we cover can be used to enhance the capabilities of standard shell history. Apart from shell history tools, we also describe history features of other programs such as the Fish shell [15] and the Python console in Blender [16]. Full list of tools we cover is the following:

- Autosuggestions
- Forward in history
- Multi-query multi-result interactive history search
- Fuzzy history search
- Contextual shell history in the cloud
- Contextual history search powered by a neural network

#### 1.4.1 Autosuggestions

The first history feature we discuss are autosuggestions. As you type on the command line autosuggestions suggest a single history entry that starts with
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characters you already typed. Figure 1.1 shows the autosuggestions after the user typed `ssh`; The suggested text is displayed in grey.

```
simon@tower ~> ssh root@image-server-2.c137.dev.example.com
```

Figure 1.1: Fish shell autosuggestions

This feature is quick and convenient to use. You can use the shell as you would normally do, with the option to accept the suggestion whenever it matches what you want to type. Autosuggestions can replace neither `ARROW_UP` nor proper history search. However, they work well in combination with these and other history features.

Autosuggestions also have some interesting properties compared to stepping through history using `ARROW_UP`. When people use simple `ARROW_UP` they often expect to retrieve immediately recent history entries. This is not the case with autosuggestions. Autosuggestions can use more experimental and more advanced recommendation techniques.

Autosuggestions were originally designed and developed as part of the Fish [15] shell; These are context-sensitive suggestions that take the current directory into account. Upon command line execution, Fish shell checks if any parameter is a valid path and marks that in the shell history. Later, history entries are only suggested if all the marked parameters are valid paths [17].

There is also an implementation of autosuggestions available for Zsh [18]; Unlike its original version, this implementation does not offer context-sensitive suggestions. Another project [19] uses Zsh autosuggestions to offer history based on the current directory. Unfortunately, there is no native nor ad-hoc support for autosuggestions in Bash.

1.4.2 Forward in history

In standard shell history, we can access the previously executed history entries by pressing `ARROW_UP`. Pressing `ARROW_DOWN` can be used to get back to the original prompt. As we saw in section 1.3.5, this behavior is quite inefficient when we want to retrieve a sequence of history entries.

Forward in history feature allows you to repeat sequences of command line entries efficiently. It overloads `ARROW_DOWN` with a secondary functionality. By pressing `ARROW_DOWN`, we can access entries from history that follows the command line entry we just executed. Essentially, when we retrieve and execute any history entry, we can use `ARROW_DOWN` to retrieve more history entries that follow it. In other words, `ARROW_DOWN` gives us access to the history relative to the previously executed history entry.

Forward in history feature can be found in Python console in Blender [16]. This makes a lot of sense because every cycle and condition in Python console

---

12We described a specific workflow showing this in the previous section [1.3.2]
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is a sequence. Naturally, using the Python console often includes workflows that require sequence repeating.

Arguably, using shell involves less sequence repeating than using a Python console in Blender. However, as we saw earlier in section 1.3.5, it is still a relevant workflow that is not well supported by the standard shell history mechanisms.

1.4.3 Multi-query multi-result interactive history search

When we talked about history reverse search, we identified two issues with it. First, it only allows using a single query for searching. Second, it only displays a single result. Searching history manually does not have these issues. However, it is a non-interactive history feature, and it requires additional typing.

Hstr is an interactive history searching tool that addresses both of the issues we identified with the reverse search. Unlike manual history filtering, it does not require the extra typing. Hstr is designed to be bound to CTRL-R with an intention to fully replace the reverse search.

When launched, it displays a full-screen terminal application, as shown in figure 1.2. You type a query at the top, and a page of matching history results is displayed below. In the default "keywords" matching mode, each word of the query is used as a separate searching term. In addition to the default "keywords" matching mode, there are also "exact" and "regexp" matching modes. Hstr is quite popular on GitHub, where it is hosted. Some of the people who use Hstr describe it as life-changing.

1.4.4 Fuzzy history search

Fzf is a popular general-purpose command line fuzzy finder. The documentation of the project recommends several ways that can be used to interactively search shell history.

Searching history using Fzf addresses the issues of the history reverse search. As shown in figure 1.3, Fzf can display a full page of results from history.

Fuzzy search allows Fzf to retrieve both exactly and approximately matching history entries. Exact and close matches are returned first, and fuzzy matches are returned after. This behavior essentially provides the functionality of a multi-query search. In addition, fuzzy search can match the desired history result even when you make typos in the query. Unlike "keywords" matching in Hstr, fuzzy matching is tolerant to mistakes and typos; Naturally, this is very appealing to users.

---

13 Hstr has over two thousand stars and over eight thousand downloads on GitHub.
14 Fzf has over 28 thousand stars on GitHub.
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Fuzzy search is a commonly requested feature in various history tools. Some people who are already using Fzf cannot imagine using history tools without a fuzzy search.
1.4.5 Contextual shell history in the cloud

Bashhub saves your shell history to the cloud and allows you to search it from all of your machines.

Apart from the command line entry, Bashhub records and saves additional context. Each history record contains following:

- command line entry
- exit status
- present working directory
- host
- time of execution
- ID of the session
- ID of the record

The Bashhub history search uses pattern matching\(^{15}\) to search the submitted command line entries. The search can be restricted to the current directory and to the current host.

All searching is server-side; This means that every time you search your history using Bashhub, it needs to send a request to a remote server. These requests take time, so there is no interactive ”search as you type” functionality. Instead, you always have to type out the full query, execute the search command, and then wait for the results. Below, you can see an example of a search command that is restricted to the current directory.

```
  bh -d "curl git"
```

An obvious disadvantage of a server-side search is that it does not work offline. When you use Bashhub, your history is saved on the remote server, and the server needs to be able to search it. This means that the history is on the server, at least in memory, in an unencrypted form. Adding client-side encryption would break the server-side search.

By default, the remote server is an instance maintained by the project author. The official server implementation is closed source. This means that you need to trust the author of the project with access to your shell history.

Recently\(^{16}\) a new open-source implementation \(^{23}\) of the Bashhub server has appeared. This addresses the privacy and security issues by making it possible to run and use your own instance of the server.

---

\(^{15}\) The pattern matching is implemented using SQL ”LIKE” operator.
\(^{16}\) Open source implementation of Bashhub server was written in February 2020.
1.4.6 Contextual history search powered by a neural network

McFly [24] is a tool that tries to predict your next command line entry using a small neural network. It predicts the next command line entry based on the following contextual information:

- present working directory
- previous command line entries
- how often you run the command line entry
- the last time you ran the command line entry
- if you selected the command line entry in McFly before
- exit status

Unlike Bashhub, this tool is designed to be bound to CTRL-R and to replace the standard reverse search. Pressing CTRL-R launches McFly full-screen terminal app shown in figure 1.4. At first, the app displays a list of ten predicted history entries. The list of history entries is updated as you type; It only shows results that exactly match the typed query. The list always contains ten results or less, which is a curious design decision.

```
McFly | ESC - Exit | ⏎ - Run | TAB - Edit | F2 - Delete
$ git
 cd git
 mv dotfiles_old/meta/gitconfig dotfiles/gitconfig
 cd git
git s
bh git
bh -i git
mkdir git
bh -id git
bh -it git
time bh git
```

Figure 1.4: McFly interactive history search (cropped)

When trying to use McFly, we found its behavior to be unpredictable; Not knowing why specific results are being shown made the tool less useful.

McFly shares some problems with reverse search; It only uses a single query for searching. This can make it hard to find what you need in situations when you are unable to think of a better query.¹⁷

¹⁷We already described such a situation in section 1.3.6
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In the previous section, we talked about existing history tools. We saw that contextual history tools are not automatically more useful than tools that do not work with additional context.

Useful history tools address real workflows and provide value to the user. In this section, we explore available contextual information. We will discuss how different parts of the context relate to shell usage and history usage. We cover the following parts of the available contextual information:

- Exit status
- Directory and Git related context
- Sequential relationships, sessions, and time
- Host and portability of history entries
- Usage of history features

1.5.1 Exit status

The shell interprets zero exit status as success. In contrast, non-zero status indicates failure. People often immediately edit and resubmit command line entries that returned an error. However, people probably rarely want to repeat older command line entries that failed. Does this mean that we can use exit status to filter out errors and only serve successful history entries to the user?

Not really, exit status does not directly map to success and failure. Programs can fail without returning an error. Some programs return non-zero exit status without actually failing. Additionally, even history entries that are technically errors can be useful to the user. For example, the user might interrupt a program using CTRL-C after it has fulfilled its purpose.

Generally, it is reasonable to assume that people retrieve history entries with zero exit status more often than the ones with errors. However, given the caveats described above, we should exercise this assumption conservatively. Removing history entries based on exit status would prevent the user from retrieving them. To preserve this ability, we can display all history entries but prioritize the successful ones.

---

18For example, GNU Grep returns one when no lines were matched and two to indicate errors. [25]
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1.5.2 Directory and Git related context

Directories provide explicit context. People change into different directories to complete different tasks. \[11\] It is often more comfortable to change directories compared to using longer paths as arguments.

Many standard tools encourage the user to use specific directories for specific tasks. For example, Makefile, Vagrantfile, and Dockerfile are all designed to be used from within their directory \[26\] \[27\] \[28\].

Directories often hold projects that are associated with specific workflows and command line entries. These projects often use Git or other version control systems. This almost forces the user to use command line entries specific to the project inside the version control repository.

We should make it easy to access the history entries from the present working directory. However, we do not have to stop there. Directories and Git repositories are closely related, but they are not quite equivalent. Git provides some more context we can use. Root of the Git repository allows us to group all history entries from the Git repository. Git remotes\[19\] can be used to identify the repository even across different machines or when it is moved to a different directory.

1.5.3 Sequential relationships, sessions, and time

Command line entries are generally not executed individually; They are a part of longer sequences and tasks. \[11\] Each entry is related to its preceding and following command line entries.

While analyzing shell history we collected from people, we observed significant sequential dependencies between command stubs. These dependencies represent workflows that users recognize and remember\[20\].

Apart from immediate sequential dependencies, each command belongs to a terminal session. We have observed significant differences between how people use sessions. Some people often create new terminals even for a few command line entries and then close them. Others keep terminals open for a long time and reuse them for different tasks. Additionally, people very often switch back and forth between multiple open terminals. Command line entries from simultaneous terminal sessions are usually different but all related to the same task.

These relationships between history entries and sessions are definitely interesting and possibly useful. To illustrate, imagine you type a command line entry that you already executed five times in the past. Maybe it is related to a specific task, and to complete it, you will need similar commands as before.

---

\[19\] Remotes are remote repositories tracked by Git. Origin is the default remote.

\[20\] Analysis of sequential dependencies between history entries can be found in an appendix in section \[B.2\].
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Situations like this one show us the potential usefulness of session and history entry relationships.

However, it is not apparent if these relationships are general enough to be useful in the average case. It is unclear how to use this complex contextual information to provide value to the user. It is beyond the scope of this work to study the relationships between history entries and between sessions.

Nevertheless, not all of the sequential contextual information is difficult to interpret and use. Sequences of history entries are useful because there are situations when people want to repeat them. We should support such workflows.

One more use for sequences of command line entries is recording them as a full non-deduplicated transcript. Having a full transcript of your actions gives you the ability to refer back to what you were doing earlier. A transcript of command line entries should also include the time of execution for the individual entries.

1.5.4 Host and portability of history entries

Imagine that you have your shell history synchronized between multiple devices. Each of the devices is at least slightly different, so it is a good idea to be able to tell them apart. Devices usually have hostnames which we can use to identify them.

Since each device can be different, we should look at the possible differences that are relevant to the shell history. Different operating systems use different package managers to install software. For example, Debian-based distributions use Apt, Arch-based distributions use Pacman, and on MacOS users use Homebrew. Commands for one package manager will not work with the others.

Many history entries are valid in both Bash and Zsh, but not all history entries. Shell configuration might differ between devices, which could cause some history entries to not work properly on all devices. A good example are specific shell aliases that the user added to one of their devices.

We just described why some history entries would not work when executed from a different device. Some history entries might not work even when executed on the same device but out of the original context. Examples of this are shell variables and relative paths. Variables that were set at the time of execution can cause history entries to fail when retrieved and executed again. History entries with relative paths will only work in specific directories.

As we can see, there are many reasons why history entries might not be portable. Most of the issues above can be detected using relevant contextual information. We could detect and handle these portability issues individually. Or alternatively, we could take a more straightforward approach; Prioritize

\[\text{We have described such a situation in section 1.3.5}\]
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history entries from the current device over those from other devices. This could be an effective strategy because many of the portability issues are related to mixing shell history from different devices.

1.5.5 Usage of history features

So far, we have only described context related to the usage of shell and to the device. Now we look at the context that is related to how people use shell history.

The first step is to know which command line entries are typed and which are retrieved from history. According to [11], people tend to repeatedly retrieve the same events from history.

Next, we want to know which history feature was used to retrieve the entry. Knowing if the user used ARROW_UP or CTRL−R to retrieve a history entry allows us to separately study and evaluate these history mechanisms. Different history features are used to complete different workflows; We should not treat them all as one.

A detailed transcript of user interactions with the history mechanisms would give us even more useful information. Consider a situation where the user presses ARROW_UP ten times and then gives up and uses CTRL−R to search the history instead. This is not an effective way to use history. However, it would be wrong to blame the user. If such a situation happens a lot to many users, we should look into if we can redesign ARROW_UP to improve it.

The interactions between the user and the history features can help us understand how people use history. Knowing how people use standard shell history and our history solution is essential for informing design decisions. It is also crucial for evaluating the performance and usefulness of the final solution.
In this chapter, we design our history system based on the previous analysis. The design we present in this chapter is a result of an iterative process based on experiments and feedback from users. Designing user interfaces without iterative design often leads to usability issues.

We are designing new features to be integrated into shell and, by extension, workflows of people. Because of that, we need to respect the standard history features and the habits that people have built by using them. This is especially important for CLI features because they have low discoverability.

The design should be simple and minimalist so that the user is not overwhelmed with available features. Overloading history mechanisms with complex functionality does not make them better.

The first step of our design is to formulate requirements. These are based on previous analysis, workflows we identified, issues people have with standard history, and existing history tools.

Second, we design the architecture of the history system. We describe what parts the system consists of. We also explain the purpose of these parts and the interactions between them.

Then, we focus on the interactive parts of our design. We explain the behavior we want the user to experience. The biggest interactive part of the system is an application that replaces standard reverse search. We design the visual layout of the application, keybindings, colors, and responsiveness.

After that, we move on to the backend of the system. The backend includes the processes that support the interactive parts of the design. We show what data we need to handle and how we represent it.

Finally, we check and confirm that our design matches the initial requirements. For each requirement, we explain how our design fulfills it.

\footnote{For example, if we add a new history feature to an unused key binding, there is no way for our users to discover it. Compare this with GUI application where available features can be displayed on the screen.}
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2.1 Requirements and features

We selected following requirements based on the previous analysis:

- Record shell history with context and usage of history features
- Allow history sharing between open sessions
- Provide good out-of-the-box experience
  - Allow people to use the history system without configuring it first
  - Allow use of the system without reading manuals or help pages
- Respect existing history features and existing habits of people
  - Do not change keybindings used for existing workflows
  - Support original workflows when replacing history mechanisms
- Provide a replacement for reverse search
  - Solve the issues with standard reverse search
  - Match the few main improvements offered by Hstr and Fzf
  - Use recorded context to enhance history searching capabilities
- Provide support for sequence repeating (forward in history)
- Provide support for synchronization of shell history between devices
- Provide support for contextual autosuggestions

2.1.1 Basic features

Now, we describe the basic features of the design. These features might seem obvious, but we point them out because they do contribute to the resulting usefulness of the history system.

History should be collected and recorded in a robust way; History should be unlimited, and using multiple simultaneous sessions must not result in missing history entries. Simultaneous sessions should be handled in a way that allows accessing history from other sessions. All this has to work by default; No configuration should be necessary to achieve the basic functionality.

The default configuration should provide good out-of-the-box experience for the average target user. It should not be necessary to read help pages or manuals to make use of the history system’s main features. All new features should take the original habits of people into account. Introducing new or changing meaning of existing key bindings should be done with care. It is not easy for people to discover new key bindings in the shell.
2.1.2 Core features

The core focus of this design is providing a replacement for the standard reverse search. In this section, we explain why we chose this as the main focus of the design. We discuss how it relates to standard shell history features, existing state-of-the-art history tools, and possibilities of enhancing history searching with context.

Standard history features form the base that people are used to. We should not redesign and replace them unless we have a good reason to. As we saw in the analysis, the standard reverse search does not provide a good feature set to complete many workflows. Furthermore, there are other tools available that provide features that solve the issues of reverse search. Because of this, we design a searching application that replaces and improves the reverse search.

Hstr [20] and Fzf [21] are existing projects that replace reverse search and provide improved searching capabilities. Standard reverse search only uses a single query for searching and displays a single result at a time. In contrast, both of the tools mentioned above allow using more than a single query for searching and show a screen full of history results. We use these tools as an inspiration. Our searching application should match the key improvements provided by Hstr and Fzf.

In addition to matching the state-of-the-art features, we want to use context to enhance the searching capabilities of our history system. Our searching application should make it easier to retrieve history that match the current context.

2.1.3 Additional features

Here, we describe features that are not the main focus of our design. These features are less important than providing a replacement for the reverse search. However, they are still valuable; We want to make sure they fit with the rest of the design. The chosen additional features are Forward in history, synchronizing history between devices, and Fish-like autosuggestions.

Forward in history is a feature we can find in Python console in Blender. We adopt this feature into our design because it allows the user to easily repeat sequences of history entries. Support for repeating sequences from history is poor in standard shell history.

Synchronizing history between multiple devices is an appealing feature. It enables history reuse between devices. The potential for reuse is further enhanced by using context to prioritize the search results. Synchronized history is also harder to lose because it is replicated across multiple devices.

Autosuggestions are a very convenient and very fast history mechanism. Original Fish autosuggestions use context to determine what history entry should be displayed. We want to include a similar feature in our design.
2.2 Architecture

In the previous sections, we listed all the features that we chose to include in the design. We chose a set of features that fits well together and should significantly improve the usefulness of shell history.

Now, we design the architecture of our history system so that it can accommodate all the features. Our history system consists of a daemon and multiple components. The daemon is always running in the background. Components are integrated into the shell and activated at appropriate times.

Daemon allows us to asynchronously preprocess the history data and serve it to the components when it is needed. It is responsible for loading and saving history to the storage. Daemon gives us the option to easily share history between sessions. History synchronizations is initiated and controlled by the daemon.

Multiple different components are activated at various times based on their purpose. The history collector records the shell history with context and sends it to the daemon. Autosuggestion and arrow keys handlers respond to the interactions with the user. Finally, the search application interacts with the user, communicates with the daemon, and does its own share of data processing.

For the purpose of this design, we divide the system into two logical sections: frontend and backend. As you can see in figure 2.1, the frontend is responsible for the interactions with the shell, terminal, and by extension, the user. Backend is mostly about handling data.

![Figure 2.1: Schema of architecture and communication](image-url)
2.3 Frontend

In this section, we focus on and design the parts of the system that the user interacts with. To relate this to our previous analysis, these are the specific workflows we are addressing in this section:

- Searching with limited knowledge (section 1.3.6)
- Searching with implicit context (section 1.3.7)
- Repeating a sequence of history entries (section 1.3.5)

2.3.1 Search application

The most important part of our design is the replacement for standard reverse search – a full-screen terminal history searching application. The application is inspired by Hstr and Fzf.

We start by designing the visual layout of the application. The wireframe in figure 2.2 shows the layout of the default view of the application. There are three sections in the wireframe:

- Search input
- Main section with search results
- Status bar with details and help

The search results in the main section are interactively updated as the user types into the search input. Table 2.1 shows which context is always visible and which is only displayed when relevant. Git repository and exit status both share the same column ("FLAGS").

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Header</th>
<th>When visible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time/date</td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
<td>HOST</td>
<td>only for history from other hosts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>DIRECTORY</td>
<td>always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Git repository</td>
<td>FLAGS</td>
<td>only for history from this git repo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit status</td>
<td>FLAGS</td>
<td>only non-zero exit status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command line</td>
<td>COMMAND-LINE</td>
<td>always</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Context and columns in the default view

Host and directory also share a single column, but they do have separate headers. Columns are being dynamically resized to fit the data and to not waste space. Command line entry, host, and directory are shortened to fit the screen if necessary.
Near the bottom of the screen, there is a status bar with details about the currently selected entry and help. These details are displayed without any shortening, and the status bar is expanded to accommodate them. Under the command details, there is help that shows key bindings and other information.

The wireframe in figure 2.3 shows the detail view. In this view, the user can see the details and surrounding history entries for a single command line entry. Each command line entry can appear in history multiple times; the user can switch between these occurrences. The next occurrence is partially displayed to make it easier to compare the surrounding history entries.

**Key bindings** When designing key bindings, it is essential to respect existing key bindings and to leverage what the users already used to. We want to avoid collisions with flow control keybindings so we do not use CTRL-S and CTRL-Q. Additionally, we do not reuse standard job control key bindings CTRL-Z. Since we are replacing the reverse search, we are following many of its key bindings. The list of keybindings for our history search application follows:

- CTRL-R to launch the search application from the command line
- Type to search
- ARROW_UP/ARROW_DOWN to select
- ARROW_RIGHT to paste the selected entry to the command line for editing
- ENTER to execute the selected entry
- CTRL-X to show detail view for the selected entry
- CTRL-C/CTRL-D to quit
- CTRL-G to abort and paste the current search query onto the command line

**Scaling in larger terminals** Both wireframes above both use the standard 80x25 character terminal size. In larger terminals, there is more space that can be used. Columns with hosts, directories, and command line entries stretch to make use of the extra space. The main section with search results becomes longer, and consequently, more history entries fit in the terminal.

**Colors** Our application has a lot of information to display. Colors are used to highlight the information that influences the order of displayed results. To make it easier to differentiate between different types of information, they are highlighted using different colors. The red color is reserved for highlighting remote hosts and non-zero error status; This communicates to the user that
these history entries might not work well. Currently selected history entry is
highlighted by inverting the foreground and background colors.

```
| search query |
+-------------+
TIME HOST: DIRECTORY FLAGS COMMAND-LINE
10h host...:/project-name G E1 command --option --option2 argument3 argument4
   <more context>   <more commands>
   <more context>   <more commands>
   .
   .
   .
2020-03-22 16:30 host_full_name:~/projects/work/project-name command --option
   --option2 a_very_very_very_long_argument argument2 argument3 argument4
   <more context>   <more commands>
   <more context>   <more commands>
   .
   .
   .
2020-03-22 16:30 host_full_name:~/projects/work/project-name command --option
   --option2 a_very_very_very_long_argument argument2 argument3 argument4
   <more context>   <more commands>
   <more context>   <more commands>
   .
   .
   .
HELP: type to search, UP/DOWN to select, RIGHT to edit/paste, ENTER to execute,
CTRL+X to show details; FLAGS: G = this git repo, E# = exit status #
```

Figure 2.2: Wireframe of default view

```
#-- DETAIL VIEW (CTRL+X to go BACK) -------------------------------------------
command --option --option2 a_very_very_very_long_argument argument2 argument3
   argument4
2020-03-22 16:30 host_full_name:~/projects/work/project-name command --option
   --option2 a_very_very_very_long_argument argument2 argument3
   argument4
   <previous commands>
   .
   .
   .
   command --option --option2 argument3 argument4
   .
   .
   .
   <following commands>
   <previous commands>
   <for 2nd occurrence>
   <of this command>
   <previous commands>
   <for 2nd occurrence>
   <of this command>
   <following commands>
   <for 2nd occurrence>
   <of this command>
HELP: PGDOWN/PGUP to next/prev occurrence, UP/DOWN to select, RIGHT to edit, ENTE
```

Figure 2.3: Wireframe of detail view
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2.3.2 Arrow key handler

Our previous analysis found out that standard history mechanisms available via arrow keys work reasonably well. Furthermore, people have a strong expectation of seeing recent history entries on \texttt{ARROW\_UP}. For these reasons, we only introduce minor changes into the standard behavior of arrow keys.

In our design, the prefix history search is enabled by default. It is a useful feature that does not interfere with the standard stepping through history. Additionally, the history available via \texttt{ARROW\_UP} is fully deduplicated.

\textbf{Forward history} In standard shell history, \texttt{ARROW\_DOWN} is without function unless we press \texttt{ARROW\_UP} first. It is only useful as a way to get back from recent history to the original command line.

We overload \texttt{ARROW\_DOWN} with an additional feature - Forward in history. When previously executed command line entry was retrieved from history, pressing \texttt{ARROW\_DOWN} gives the user access to the next history entry in the sequence. The user can easily repeat whole sequences because each history entry in the sequence can be retrieved by a single press of \texttt{ARROW\_DOWN} and then executed.

To preserve the ability to hold \texttt{ARROW\_DOWN} to return from recent history to the original command line, we introduce a delay. A delay in activation of forward history feature that is triggered when the user holds down \texttt{ARROW\_DOWN} while in recent history.

2.3.3 Autosuggestions handler

Autosuggestions in our history system use the recorded context to recommend history entries to the user. The suggested history entry is determined based on the current context. History is searched for matching entries in this order:

- history from the current directory
- history from the current git repository
- history from the current host
- history from anywhere

Additionally, we introduce an exception to enhance the Forward in history feature. When the user uses \texttt{ARROW\_DOWN} the next autosuggestion should try matching a few next history entries in the history sequence before any other history entries.
2.4 Backend

In previous sections, we focused on the parts of the system user interacts with. Now we design the inner workings of the system that make it possible to provide the desired behavior to the user.

2.4.1 Search algorithm

The terminal history searching application needs to serve relevant entries to the user based on the query and current context. When searching, each history record is assigned a score. This score is based on how well history record matches the query, how well it matches the current context, and also on its time of execution.

After scoring all the history records, they are sorted. Finally, history entries with the highest scores are displayed to the user.

Scoring metric The score for a record $r$ with query $q$ and current context $c$ is a sum of three parts:

$$\text{Score}_r(q, c) = w_1 \cdot \text{QueryScore}_r(q) + w_2 \cdot \text{ContextScore}_r(c) + w_3 \cdot \text{TimeScore}_r$$

The score weights $w_1, w_2, \text{and } w_3$ determine how the parts of the score relate to each other.

The first part, $\text{QueryScore}$, represents how well the history record matches the query typed by the user. It is essential that $\text{QueryScore}$ has the most influence over the total resulting score. Not giving enough weight to it could lead to situations where the user types in a query, but the displayed results match the context instead.

The second most important part is $\text{ContextScore}$; it represents the similarity between the context of the history record and the current context. Finally, $\text{TimeScore}$ gives higher scores to more recent history entries. The influence of $\text{TimeScore}$ on the total resulting score should be marginal.

Now that we covered how the partial scores relate to each other, we look at them individually.

Query score To calculate the $\text{QueryScore}$, the query provided by the user is broken down into individual words. Each word is matched against the command line entries separately. Each query word also independently contributes to the score. This means that as the user adds more words to the query, the influence of the context becomes less and less significant.

We formalize this property as follows: Let queries $q_1$ and $q_2$ be represented as sets of individual words. For any queries $q_1, q_2$ and any history record $r$:

$$q_1 \subseteq q_2 \Rightarrow \text{QueryScore}_r(q_1) \leq \text{QueryScore}_r(q_2)$$
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Context score The second part of the total score is ContextScore. It takes the current context at the time of execution of the search application and compares it to the context of individual history records. The current context is compared with the context of the history records using four conditions displayed in the table 2.2. As shown in the table, each of these conditions either increases or decreases the score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context condition</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directory matches</td>
<td>significantly increase score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Git repository matches</td>
<td>increase score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-zero exit status</td>
<td>decrease score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host does not match</td>
<td>slightly decrease score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Influence of different parts of context on ContextScore

To make it easy to skim over displayed results in the search application, we want the results to be grouped based on context when possible. We want to prevent history records with different contexts from being unnecessarily mixed together. To achieve that, ContextScore should be an injective function of the history record context.

In other words, any two history records \( r \) and \( s \) with different contexts never share the same ContextScore for a given current context \( c \):

\[
\text{context}_r \neq \text{context}_s \Rightarrow \text{ContextScore}_r(c) \neq \text{ContextScore}_s(c)
\]

Here, context of history record \( r \) is defined as its directory, git repository, exit status, and host:

\[
\text{context}_r = (\text{directory}_r, \text{gitRepository}_r, \text{exitStatus}_r, \text{host}_r)
\]

Time score The last part of the score is TimeScore. It is the least important of the partial scores. The most recent entries have the highest TimeScore, and older entries have lower TimeScore.

Score weights We described the scoring function as a whole. We also introduced some important properties of the partial scoring functions. However, the resulting behavior of the whole scoring function depends on the concrete weights we use. Specific weights should be determined experimentally based on real-life shell history.

2.4.2 History synchronization between devices

Instead of implementing our own dedicated synchronization server, we design our history system to rely on third-party services for synchronization.
2.4. Backend

The process of synchronization works like this: First, we check if there are any new history entries. If so, we download them and merge them into local history. Finally, we check for new history again, and if there is none, we upload the newly merged history.

The daemon controls this whole synchronization process; It initiates the individual steps and handles when they fail. It also takes care of the history merging. Download, upload, and checking for new history is not part of the daemon. These three steps are different for each synchronization service; They are extracted out of the daemon and combined into a "Synchronization connector". Each synchronization connector provides support for a single synchronization method. Synchronization connectors do not contain any complicated logic.

2.4.3 Data representation

In this section, we discuss what data we need to handle and how it should be represented so that all the chosen requirements and features are possible.

Contextual shell history is inherently relational. Each history record was executed as part of a given session, on a host, in a specific directory. However, we do not need the relational properties of the history for most of the features. For example, when searching, we need to calculate scores for all history entries, not just the ones with matching context.

We represent the data as a stream of history records. Each record can be uniquely identified by its ID. Separate entries are very easy to merge when we synchronize history from multiple devices.

Based on all requirements and features of our design, each record has to contain at least following data:

- machine ID
- session ID
- record ID
- time of execution
- host
- directory
- git repository
- exit status
- command line entry
- usage data / user interactions
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2.4.4 Communication

Here, we describe the communication between the components of our history system. Figure 2.4 shows requests, responses, and execution that happen in the system. Data that is sent with each request is displayed under the arrow.

The search application requests all history records when it is launched and then requests details for a specific history record when the user switches to the detail view. Response with the details for the history record contains a list of occurrences of the command line entry. Each occurrence consists of the history record and surrounding command line entries.

Arrow key handler is simpler; It requests a history entry based on the current session, the prefix that is already typed on the command line, and history offset that represents how many times did the user press the arrow key. The response is a single command line entry to display.

Autosuggestions handler requests a command line entry to show. The request contains a session ID and the prefix that the user already typed on the command line.

All of these components are integrated into the shell and activated when a specific key is pressed. Furthermore, they directly manipulate the contents of the command line when they return a command line entry to the user.

The history collector is also integrated into the shell so that it can collect...
the current context and send it to the daemon. Synchronization connector does not receive any data; Instead, it is executed by the daemon to complete low-level synchronization tasks.

2.5 Design testing

In this section, we test out design to make sure that we covered all the requirements. We go through the requirements one-by-one and argue why our design fulfills them.

- Record shell history with context and usage of history features

  History collector records the history with context and usage and sends it to the daemon.

- Allow history sharing between open sessions

  Daemon handles all of the history records so it can send it to any component regardless of sessions.

- Provide good out-of-the-box experience

  Allow people to use the history system without configuring it first
  Allow use of the system without reading manuals or help pages

  Our design does not expect people to configure the system before using it. Designed behavior is based on previous research and target users. Information required to use the search application is presented inside of it. There are features that are harder to discover, but these are not essential for the most common workflows.

- Respect existing history features and existing habits of people

  Do not change keybindings used for existing workflows
  Support original workflows when replacing history mechanisms

  We redesigned the behavior of standard history while keeping the original workflows intact. Recent history is still accessible on ARROW_UP in unchanged order. People can still use CTRL-R for general-purpose history searching. The search application supports the workflows of standard reverse search.

- Provide a replacement for reverse search

  Solve the issues with standard reverse search
  Match the few main improvements offered by Hstr and Fzf
  Use recorded context to enhance history searching capabilities
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Our history searching application provides features that are a superset of what the reverse search provides. It can search for anything that reverse search can because the query is designed to have the most influence over the scoring function.

Reverse search only uses a single query and shows a single result. This significantly reduces its usefulness. Our searching app uses multiple word queries and shows a page full of results. These are also the main improvement provided by the Hstr and Fzf. The search application searches history based on both query and current context.

- Provide support for sequence repeating (forward in history)
- Provide support for synchronization of shell history between devices
- Provide support for contextual autosuggestions

Our design includes support for forward history. Forward in history is a feature that makes it possible to easily repeat sequences. The daemon and the synchronization connectors provide support for synchronization between devices. The autosuggestions handler provides support for contextual autosuggestions.
In the previous chapter, we designed a history system based on our previous analysis. Now we describe the actual implementation.

We do not implement every part of the design because it is quite extensive. Instead, we choose parts of the design that bring the most value to users. Naturally, we also implement parts of the design that are required for the system to actually work.

First, we identify the search application as the most important part of the design to implement. Second, we want to collect the usage of shell history. To implement these two parts of the design, we needed to implement many other things.

We need to integrate with the shell to collect history, context, and usage. Arrow key bindings are necessary to collect their usage. The search application also needed its custom key bindings. Daemon is necessary to process, save, load, and serve history data. Additionally, we also needed a convenient way to release the project and to deliver it to users.

3.1 Shell integration

In this section, we describe how our history system integrates into the shell so that is can provide the required functionality.

3.1.1 History collector

Standard history does not contain context, so we need to record it ourselves. We need to record contextual information both before and after the command line entry is executed. Most of the context is recorded before the execution, but some context such as exit status is only available after the execution.

We have two shell functions that record the context and send it to the daemon. One is called before and one after command line entry execution.
3. Implementation

In Zsh, we used `preexec` and `precmd` hook functions to make Zsh call our functions at appropriate times.

In Bash there are no native `preexec` and `precmd` hook functions. Luckily, there is a library [30] that emulates these hook functions in Bash. The behavior is not always quite the same as in Zsh, but we managed to work around all the issues we encountered with Bash.

3.1.2 Key bindings and line editing

For many components of our history system, we need a way to bind custom shell functions to keys so that they are launched when a key is pressed. We also need to be able to manipulate the contents of the command line from these functions.

Zsh and Bash both have their own different built-in commands that allow us to bind shell functions to keys. Both shells also provide a different way to manipulate the command line contents. Ideally, we do not want to pollute our code base with many lines of shell specific code.

Unluckily, we could not find any library that provides a unified key bindings interface. Because of that, we created a library [31] that allows the same shell function to be bound to keys and used for command line editing in both Zsh and Bash. Additionally, the key bindings can be reverted to restore the original function. We used this library to implement arrow key bindings that imitate the default behaviour.

3.2 Search application

In this section, we describe the implementation of the notable parts of the search application.

3.2.1 Overview

First, we look at the sequence of actions that happens when the search application is used. The sequence diagram in figure 3.1 shows the interactions of the user with different parts of the system.

At the start of the diagram, the user presses `CTRL-R` while on the shell prompt. Shell calls our custom shell function that wraps the search application. The shell function collects the current context and executes the search application; The context is passed using command line arguments.

The search application gets the history records from the daemon, searches the history, renders the results, and draws output to the terminal. We use a library [32] for creating terminal applications. This library takes care of drawing the output to the terminal and handling key bindings. Every time the user types something or presses any keys in the search application, the history is searched again, and the results are rendered.
3.2. Search application

Figure 3.1: Sequence diagram of using the search application
3. Implementation

When the user accepts the selected history entry, the application prints it to standard output and returns an exit status. The shell function captures the selected history entry; The history entry is written onto the command line. Based on the exit status, the shell function either executes the history entry or leaves it for the user to edit. The sequence diagram in figure 3.1 shows the latter.

After the selected history entry is pasted onto the command line, the user can further edit it. It is possible to use all standard editing capabilities of the shell to edit the command line. Once the user accepts the command line, the shell evaluates and executes it.

3.2.2 Rendering

The previous section covered how the search application interacts with the user and how it is launched from the shell. Now we describe the rendering process that happens inside the search application.

In figure 3.2, we can see a schema of the rendering pipeline. This pipeline is triggered as a response to any change in the search query made by the user.

First, scores are calculated for all the history records. Then, the records are sorted by the score and filtered based on how many rows fit in the terminal. After that, we render columns for history records that will be visible on the screen. At this point, we determine how wide the individual columns should be. Finally, we put the columns together to render the full lines that are displayed in the application.

![Figure 3.2: Schema of rendering pipeline in the search application](image)

Now that we know how the rendering process works, we can look at the screenshots from the search application. In figure 3.3, we can see that the individual columns only take as much space as they need.

The second screenshot in figure 3.4 shows how the contents in the host and directory column are shortened. This happens when the contents are too long relative to the terminal width. The command line column takes up the rest of the terminal width. All shortened information for the selected result is displayed on the status line in full.

In larger terminals, a less compact time format is used; This is shown in figure 3.5.

![Figure 3.3: Example screenshot of the search application](image)

![Figure 3.4: Example screenshot showing shortened contents](image)

![Figure 3.5: Example screenshot showing a less compact time format](image)
3.2. Search application

Figure 3.3: Screenshot of the search application in the standard terminal size

Figure 3.4: Screenshot of the search application with wide columns
Figure 3.5: Screenshot of the search application in a larger terminal.
### 3.2.3 Calculating scores

Earlier in figure 3.2, we saw calculating scores as one of the steps of the rendering process. Then we saw screenshots with search results that were searched and filtered based on scores. Now we describe how the scores are calculated.

As we explained earlier while designing, the scoring function consists of three partial scores:

\[
Score_r(q, c) = w_1 \cdot QueryScore_r(q) + w_2 \cdot ContextScore_r(c) + w_3 \cdot TimeScore_r
\]

**Query score** To calculate the \( QueryScore \), we split the query into words by spaces. Then we take each word, and we match it against the history entries. For each word of the query that matches the history entry, the score is increased by 1. If the same word of the query matches multiple times, we add 0.002 to the score.

We improve this simple matching algorithm by rewarding query words with an extra score if they match whole commands or whole arguments. We implement this in a very naive way: Any string in the command line entry that is delimited by spaces is considered a separate "word". For each query word that matches any of these "words", we increase the score by 0.33.

**Context score** Earlier, we designed \( ContextScore \) to be calculated by comparing the current context with the context of history records. This comparison should be based on four conditions shown in table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context condition</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directory matches</td>
<td>significantly increase score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Git repository matches</td>
<td>increase score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-zero exit status</td>
<td>decrease score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host does not match</td>
<td>slightly decrease score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Influence of different parts of context on \( ContextScore \) (table 2.2)

There is an issue with these conditions; When directory matches, it is almost certain that git repository matches as well. These conditions are highly correlated. To fix that we introduce modified conditions as shown in table 3.2.

To determine scores for these conditions, we took at all possible combinations, and we tried to order them. The order represents the desired behavior of \( ContextScore \): Any item in the list should get greater \( ContextScore \) than all items below it.

We found two useful ways to order the combinations. Other orders are inconsistent, or they do not match the importance of context conditions from table 3.1.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>Directory matches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIT</td>
<td>Git remote matches AND Directory does not match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>Non-zero exit status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOST</td>
<td>Host does not match</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Decorrelated conditions of the ContextScore

Regular order:
- DIR
- GIT
- DIR ∧ HOST
- GIT ∧ HOST
- DIR ∧ ERR
- GIT ∧ ERR
- DIR ∧ ERR ∧ HOST
- GIT ∧ ERR ∧ HOST
- (no condition)
- HOST
- ERR

Order with reduced penalty for non-matching host:
- DIR
- DIR ∧ HOST
- GIT
- GIT ∧ HOST
- DIR ∧ ERR
- DIR ∧ ERR ∧ HOST
- GIT ∧ ERR
- GIT ∧ ERR ∧ HOST
- (no condition)
- HOST
- ERR

Out of these two orders, we decided to use the "Regular order". This order should be better at handling situations where there are many different hosts with a lot of history. According to our previous design, each combination of conditions should result in a unique ContextScore. Table 3.3 shows how we assigned scores to the individual conditions in a way that produces a unique result for each combination of conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition name</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIT</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOST</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Scores for conditions of ContextScore
3.2. Search application

**Time score**  To calculate the *TimeScore*, we take the number of seconds since the epoch, and we multiply them by a coefficient to scale them to a number lower than one. The specific constant we use is $1 \times 10^{-10}$.

For example, the number of seconds since the epoch for 2020.05.18 at 14:05 is 1589803500. And 1589803500 times $1 \times 10^{-10}$ is approximately 0.158.

**Score weights**  Now that we covered how we implement the partial scores, we need to combine them together. First, we want to make sure that the user can search effectively. We do not want to show results with matching context before those that match the search query. This means that a single match of a query should result in a *QueryScore* greater than any *ContextScore*.

Formally, for a single word query $q$ that matches record $r$, for all contexts, and for all records following should hold:

$$w_1 \cdot \text{QueryScore}_r(q) > \max (w_2 \cdot \text{ContextScore})$$

Furthermore, we do not want the contextual penalty to hide history results that match the query. We extend the previous rule to include this. For a single word query $q$ that matches record $r$, for all contexts, and for all records following should hold:

$$w_1 \cdot \text{QueryScore}_r(q) + \min (w_2 \cdot \text{ContextScore}_r) > \max (w_2 \cdot \text{ContextScore})$$

When we set $w_2$ to 1 and fill in values based on definitions of the partial scores we get:

$$w_1 \cdot 1 - 0.6 > 0.9$$

For *ContextScore* weight equal to 1, the weight for *QueryScore* ($w_1$) needs to be greater than 1.5. This way a single query match has enough influence compared to the context.

Now we have determined all weights except for *TimeScore* weight. We only want *TimeScore* to influence the order when everything else is equivalent. To do this we set the weight for *TimeScore* ($w_3$) to $1 \times 10^{-3}$.

Table 3.4 shows weights and ranges for all partial scores. The maximal *TimeScore* is 0.9 for all dates up to year 2255. The maximal *QueryScore* is 1.37 per each word of the query for up to 20 consecutive matches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partial score</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Minimal value</th>
<th>Maximal value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QueryScore</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.37 per word of query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContextScore</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeScore</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Weights and ranges for partial scores
3.3 Daemon

So far, we covered the implementation of the search application and the necessary shell integration. Now we describe how we implement the daemon.

As you can see in figure 3.6, the daemon consists of four parts that communicate asynchronously using Go channels. We use standard Go HTTP server to listen for requests.

The history collector uses /record request to send history records to the daemon. The search application uses /dump request to get all history records. And the /recall request is used by the arrow key handler to get command line entries from the daemon.

All of the requests use JSON as a data exchange format. Conveniently, history records are also saved to storage as JSON.

3.3.1 History file module

The history file module is responsible for all communication with a storage device. It reads history records from storage when it starts up. And it also writes history records to storage.

Earlier, we explained that the history collector is activated before and after each executed command line. This means that the history record is sent to storage.

---

23 An example of the JSON history record can be found in appendix in section B.1
the daemon in two parts. The history file module is responsible for merging
the two parts into a single history record.

When the search application sends /dump request, the history file module
responds with all history records.

3.3.2 Session history module

The session history module holds the history for active sessions. It receives
history records from /record requests and appends them to history for the
matching session. These session history structures only exist in memory.

The session history module responds to /recall requests from the arrow
key handler. The history for the session is retrieved, and an appropriate
history entry is returned.

3.3.3 Session watcher module

The session watcher module is responsible for keeping track of which sessions
are no longer active. Any history records sent to the daemon using /record
requests are also sent to the session watcher module.

Whenever a new history record is received, the session watched module
looks at the session it belongs to. If it is not already watching this session, it
starts periodically checking if the session is still active. Specifically, we check
if the process with the PID of the session is still running.

Once a session becomes inactive, the session watcher module notifies the
session history and the history file modules. These modules delete appropriate
structures from memory.

3.3.4 Signal handler module

The signal handler module is responsible for shutting down the daemon when
it receives SIGINT or SIGTERM signal. First, it notifies the history file module
to write out all pending history records to the storage device. Once this is
done, or a timeout is exceeded, the signal handler module shuts down the
whole daemon.

3.4 Installation, updates, and configuration

Writing the software is just the first part of the process. Releasing it and
getting it to your users is equally important. In this section, we describe how
we build the project and how users can install it.
3. Implementation

3.4.1 Releasing and building the project

Our project is hosted on GitHub [35]. We have set up a CI pipeline to build binaries of the project for every tag we push to the repository. Specifically, we use GitHub Actions [36] and Goreleaser [37].

When the CI pipeline builds the binaries, it creates a new release on the release page [38]. The built binaries are available there.

3.4.2 Installation and updates

The project can be installed by running a simple installation script. First, the script checks the operating system and the CPU architecture of the device. Based on that, an archive with appropriate binaries is downloaded. Then, an integrity check is performed, and the archive is extracted.

After extracting the archive, we check versions of Bash and Zsh, make directories, and copy files. We also append a few lines to users dotfiles to set up the shell integration. Finally, we show some onboarding information to the user.

The project has almost no dependencies. There are only a few very standard utilities required for installation. The binaries are statically linked, so they do not depend on any system libraries.

The project can be updated at any time by running `reshtl update`. This checks if there is a new version of the project available and installs it.

3.4.3 Configuration and control

Our project comes with a configuration command `reshtl`. It can be used to update the project, to check its status, and to enable and disable key bindings.

Tab completions for `reshtl` are set up during installation. There is a help (-h/--help) option available with descriptions for individual subcommands. To make it easy to provide all this, we use a library [39] for creating command line interfaces.
Chapter 4

Evaluation and Testing

In this chapter, we evaluate and test the implemented history system to find out how useful it is.

First, we explain what does it mean for a system of a tool to be useful. Plus, we point out the specifics of estimating the usefulness of history systems.

Second, we use a few real-life scenarios to show the advantages of our search application in practice. Using these scenarios, we compare different methods to search for and retrieve entries from shell history.

Third, we introduce metrics to evaluate our history system quantitatively. Then, we use the metrics to compare our search application with another state-of-the-art history tool.

Fourth, we describe how we incrementally improve the system since the initial release. The community of existing users makes it possible to get impressions, ideas, and feedback.

Finally, we show additional workflows that are possible to fulfill using our search application.

4.1 Usefulness of history tools

The goal of this work is to design and create a useful history system. We want people to use the tool because it both solves their workflows and is easy and pleasant to use.

The usefulness of the system is determined by its utility and its usability. The utility is a quality attribute of the system that assesses if the system provides the features that users need. Usability refers to how easy and pleasant the features are to use. Any useful system needs to have both good utility and usability.

In the following sections, we describe what utility and usability mean for history tools specifically.
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4.1.1 Utility

History systems should make it cheaper, in terms of mechanical and cognitive activity, to retrieve history entries than to type them again. [11]

Retrieving command line entries from history saves us typing. Even small savings in typed characters make a difference because typing is an error-prone activity; A significant amount of time is usually spent detecting and fixing errors. According to [41], typing only accounts for about half of all keystrokes during text editing.

Before typing the command line entry, the user has to think of what to type. In many cases, this might be more difficult than the act of typing out the command line entry.

To evaluate the utility of our history system, we use metrics based on how many characters users retrieve from history and how much information is required for successful retrieval.

4.1.2 Usability

Usability represents how easy to use the interface of the system is. Usability can be broken down to five following quality components: Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability, Errors, and Satisfaction. [40]

Learnability assesses how easily can users complete basic tasks when they use the system for the first time. For example, non-standard key bindings that are not shown on the screen could make the interface difficult to use.

Efficiency means how quickly users can achieve their goals once they already know how to use the system. If the design requires users to complete too many steps to accomplish their goal, it will slow them down.

Memorability represents if the users can proficiently use the system after they did not use it for a while.

We also want to know how many errors people make while using the system. Does the design make it easy to recover from errors? For instance, if there is no way to revert one’s actions, the users might learn to use the system slowly and carefully.

Satisfaction assesses if it is pleasant to use the system. For example, a system that unpredictably fails will likely cause its users to distrust it. Users probably will not enjoy using a system they find unreliable.

4.1.3 Issues with testing history tools

Ideally, we would want to perform usability testing with users; This would help us to find usability issues of the system and estimate its overall usability.

When conducting usability testing, we want to see users perform real tasks using the system. It is necessary to prepare testing scenarios for users to follow during the testing session.
4.2. Evaluating real life scenarios

However, history tools cannot be tested as easily as other applications or websites. Unlike with other applications, scenarios for our history search application are heavily dependent on the personal workflows of the specific user and his history.

We would need to prepare personalized scenarios for individual users based on their shell history and their usage of the history mechanisms. This is possible, but it proved to be too time-consuming for us to use in this work.

We released this project a while ago, and we iteratively improve it. Because of that, we got a lot of feedback, and many chances to interview our users. We also collected some shell history and usage data from our users. We use this data to demonstrate the usefulness of our solution.

4.2 Evaluating real life scenarios

In this section, we compare our history searching application with other history tools based on real-life scenarios. We have collected shell history with usage from some of our users and chose specific situations to showcase the advantages of using our history search application.

We found situations when people have used either Hstr [20] or our search application to retrieve history entries. These match the following workflows from our previous analysis:

- Searching with limited knowledge (section 1.3.6)
- Searching with implicit context (section 1.3.7)

We took the shell history available at the time and fed it into three different history tools. The tools we test are standard reverse search, Hstr, and our search application. Now, we compare how difficult it is to retrieve the desired history entry using these three history tools.

4.2.1 Searching with limited knowledge

In this first real-life scenario, the user is trying to retrieve the following history entry:

\texttt{ansible-galaxy install \ -r requirements.yml \ -p roles}

**Reverse search** If the user used reverse search and typed \texttt{ansible} as a query, the desired history entry would be twenty results away. As we described earlier in section 1.3.7 pressing \texttt{CTRL-R} twenty times while reading the results one by one is quite inefficient.

Instead of using \texttt{ansible} as a query and going through many results, the user could use a more specific query. Using \texttt{ansible-g} as a query returns the
desired history entry as the first result. In this case, however, the user has to remember more information about the history entry.

**Hstr** Now, we look at how the user could use Hstr to retrieve the same history entry. Typing `ansible` returns the history entry on the twentieth position on the page. Unlike in the reverse search, the user could fairly quickly scan the page and select the desired history entry.

However, it could be faster to extend the query to further filter the results. Unlike with the reverse search, the user can use any part of the command line entry as a query because Hstr breaks the query down to separate words. Extending the query to `ansible ins` returns the desired entry as the first result.

**Our contextual search application** Finally, we compare how our search application performs compared to the other two options. After the user opens the search application, the desired result is already in the third position. The user does not even have to specify a query because the search application returned the history entry based on the current context.

Typing `ans` as a query brings the desired history entry to the first position. As we can see, our solution requires less knowledge and less typing to retrieve the desired history entry than both Hstr and reverse search.

### 4.2.2 Searching with implicit context

In this second scenario, the user wants to retrieve the following history entry:

```
ansible-playbook infra_os_deploy.yml -i inventory_example.ini \
-b -u debian -D
```

**Reverse search** First, we look at how the user could use the reverse search to retrieve the desired history entry. Using `ansible-playbook` as a query returns the history entry as a thirty-first result. This is practically unusable. Plus, the query is very hard to extend.

The user could choose to delete the query and use a different one. Coming up with a usable query is difficult in this case; For example, typing `inventory` or `debian` returns the history entry as a second and a third result, respectively. In contrast, using `infra` or `deploy` leaves the entry well beyond the reach of the user.

**Hstr** Second, we describe how Hstr can be used to retrieve the previously mentioned history entry. Typing `ansible` does not return the desired history entry. However, the user can quite easily extend the query to `ansible inf` which returns the history entry as a first result.
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We can see how the ability to use multi-word queries makes it much easier to use Hstr than reverse search.

**Our contextual search application**  Third, we compare our search application with both previous methods. When the user launches the application, he can already see the desired history entry as the eighth result on the page. This is possible because the current context matches the context of the desired history entry.

As before, typing `ans` as a query brings the desired history entry to the very first position on the page.

Our search application makes it easy to retrieve the desired history entry in situations like this one. Hstr provides a reasonable way to retrieve the entry, but using context gives an advantage to our solution. Reverse search is nearly impossible to use in this scenario.

4.3  Introducing metrics

In the previous section, we demonstrated the advantages of using the contextual search application using specific situations we found in our users’ shell history. We saw how the reverse search can be very ineffective. In contrast, both Hstr and our search application performed adequately.

Here, we introduce metrics we will use to evaluate the utility of our search application. We will later use these metrics to compare our search application with Hstr.

4.3.1 Number of saved characters

The first metric is the number of saved characters. Retrieving longer history entries from history saves more work to the user. Longer history entries take more effort to type. Remembering longer history entries is also likely more difficult than remembering shorter ones.

4.3.2 Amount of required knowledge

The second metric represents the amount of knowledge the user needs to retrieve the history entry. We measure the amount of required knowledge in the unit of ”knowledge tokens”.

Knowledge tokens are substrings of the command line entry that consist of alphanumerical characters and are at least four characters long. This definition of a knowledge token matches the type of information people usually remember and use for searching. We observed this behavior in our users.
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For example, imagine that you are searching for the following history entry:

```
```

You would probably use something like `curl github` as a query. The longer chunks of letters represent meaningful information, while symbols are repetitive noise.

### 4.3.3 Position on the screen

The last metric we use is the position of the history entry on the screen. Both of the history searching tools we are testing show a screen full of results. There is a significant difference between returning the history entry as the first result compared to displaying it near the bottom of the screen. It takes extra time to scan the screen and notice the result. Plus, even the act of navigating and selecting results near the bottom of the screen takes additional effort.

### 4.4 Applying metrics

In this section, we apply the previously introduced metrics to compare the performance of Hstr and our search application. We simulate searches based on collected usage data. Then, we use the metrics to compare and evaluate the results.

#### 4.4.1 Collected data

We have collected shell history and usage data from a few of our users. Out of these users, there is a single user that was previously using Hstr and switched to our history search application. We use the data from this user to compare the utility of these two history applications.

During five months of collecting the data, this user has executed 12 thousand command line entries. He has successfully used Hstr 121 times, and our history search application 69 times.

For each time the user has searched his history, we know what history entry the user retrieved and executed. We also know when the event happened. This means that we can take the shell history that was available at the time and feed it into Hstr and our search application. This way, we can see what results would these history tools return at that time. We can compare how difficult it would be to retrieve the desired history entry in either of the history tools.

We should note that Hstr normally uses standard shell history for searching. In standard shell history, there can be missing history entries. Missing entries can be caused by a history size limit and losing history from simultaneous terminal sessions.

When we compare our history search application with Hstr, we are providing our collected history to Hstr. In the following tests, we share the advantage
of having complete timestamped history without missing history entries with Hstr. In reality, we would expect the performance of Hstr to degrade because of the missing history entries.

4.4.2 Simulating history searching

To evaluate the history tools, we simulate the successful searches performed by the user. Then we use previously introduced metrics to compare the utility of these history tools.

When simulating the searches, we iterate over all situations when the user searched his history. With each simulated search, we are essentially asking questions such as:

- Does this history entry show up in **first 20 results** if we use **no query**?
- Does this history entry show up in **first 20 results** when we use **one word as a query**?
- Does this history entry show up as **the first result** when we use **two words as a query**?

The process of simulating a single search is the following:

1. Take all shell history available at the time of the search
2. Feed the history into either Hstr or our search application
3. Process the desired history entry into knowledge tokens (described in section 4.3.2)
4. Shuffle the knowledge tokens
5. Take \( N \) of the knowledge tokens and use them as a query
6. Find the desired history entry in the list of results and return its position as \( M \)

Simulating a single search tells us that a specific history entry shows up on \( Mth \) position when we use \( N \) words as a query.

---

24 Actually, we skip searches performed before the first one thousand history entries. We do this to not perform searches on almost empty history. We can still observe some minor warm-up effect, but it does not skew the results.

25 The sequential order is a bad representation of how people choose search queries in history tools. We deterministically shuffle the list of knowledge tokens by moving every odd token to the end of the token list.
4.4.3 Comparing our search application with Hstr

We have just explained how we simulate searches that were performed by the user. We can compare how different history searching tools perform by simulating the searches.

In the usage data, we are using, the user has originally used Hstr for a period of time, and at some point, he started using our search application. These two parts of the usage data differ because people use different tools differently. We take these two parts of the usage data and separately test how both of the history tools would perform.

Essentially, we test how our search application performs in situations when the user originally used Hstr. And conversely, we test how Hstr performs in situations when the user originally used our search application.

Achievable searches as a function of knowledge  The first thing we want to find out is how many searches are achievable and how much the user has to remember to achieve them. We only count the search as achievable if the desired history entry is returned in the first 20 results.\(^{26}\)

Figure 4.1 shows us the percentage of searches that we could achieve if we only used a limited number of knowledge tokens (words) as a query. The figure is split into two parts; The left part shows situations when the user originally used Hstr. The right part show situations when the user originally used our search application. As we can see, both history tools perform very similarly for the original usage of Hstr. However, our search application performs significantly better in situations when it was originally used.

Using our search application, the user can successfully complete 48.5% searches with zero knowledge. In comparison, Hstr only shows the correct history entry with no query in 26.8% of searches. This means that if the user switched back to Hstr, he would have to start typing queries for about half of the searches that previously worked without any query.

When we use more knowledge tokens as a query, the differences between Hstr and our search application get insignificant. This is expected, our solution is designed to prioritize query over context. As we add words to the query, the QueryScore dominates the ContextScore, and our search application behaves more and more as non-contextual search. This is essential because it gives users control over the search and enables them to find what they need.

Average saved characters as a function of knowledge  Again, we are looking at how many searches are achievable for a limited number of knowledge tokens. However, we are also taking the length of the retrieved history entries into account. Essentially, searches that retrieve longer entries are worth more than shorter ones.

\(^{26}\)The first twenty results represent a number of lines that fits even into small terminals.
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![Achievable searches as a function of knowledge](image1)

**Figure 4.1:** Achievable searches as a function of knowledge (more is better)

Originally usage of Hstr (left) and usage of our search application (right)

![Avg. saved characters as a function of knowledge](image2)

**Figure 4.2:** Avg. saved characters as a function of knowledge (more is better)

Originally usage of Hstr (left) and usage of our search application (right)

In figure 4.2, we can observe many of the same characteristics as we saw in previous figure 4.1. Both history tools perform similarly in situations when the user originally used Hstr (left part of figure 4.2). Our search application performs significantly better in situations when it was originally used (right part of figure 4.2).

When we compare figure 4.1 with 4.2, we can see that the difference between our solution and Hstr is more substantial when we take retrieved characters into account.
Our application not only achieves more searches with limited knowledge; it also returns longer history results on average.

The fact that contextual history yields longer history entries is not surprising; it matches findings from previous research [11] where directory sensitive history returned longer history entries than simple recency-based history. More specific history entries generally tend to be longer, and generic and common command line entries tend to be shorter.

4.4.4 Position of results on the screen

We had shown the difference between situations when the user originally used Hstr and when he used our search application. We have also explained why our application starts behaving similarly to Hstr as we increase the number of words we use as a query.

The main difference in performance between Hstr and our search application happens when we only search using little or no knowledge. Because of that, we further explore how the two history tools perform when searching with limited knowledge.

In this section, we are testing how many searches we can complete and how close to the top of the screen retrieved results show up.

Achievable searches with zero knowledge

Here, we want to find out how many searches are achievable if we only accept results from a given number of top positions. We are not using any query because we need to find out how well the search tools work when the user remembers nothing.

Figure 4.3 shows the percentage of searches that we could achieve if we only accepted results from a limited number of top positions on the screen. In other words, how many searches can we complete if we are only accepting results from, for example, the first ten returned results?

We can see that the performance of both history tools is similar in situations when the user originally used Hstr (left part of figure 4.3). We will see this in all figures in this section. To not repeat ourselves, we are not going to mention it anymore.

As shown by the right part of figure 4.3, Hstr and our solution perform similarly if we only accept results from the first nine positions (or less). If we accept results further down the screen, our solution is able to complete significantly more searches than Hstr.

Figure 4.4 is very similar to figure 4.3. It shows the average saved characters instead of the percentage of searches. All of the previous observations still hold. The performance differences between our solution and Hstr are more pronounced.
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Figure 4.3: Achievable searches with zero knowledge (more is better)
Originally usage of Hstr (left) and usage of our search application (right)

Figure 4.4: Average saved characters with zero knowledge (more is better)
Originally usage of Hstr (left) and usage of our search application (right)
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Achievable searches with a single word query  Once again, we are interested in finding out how many searches are achievable if we only look at a given number of top results. This time, however, we provide a single knowledge token as a query to the search tools.

As shown by the right part of figure 4.5, our search application can complete more searches than Hstr. Now that we provide a query to the searching tools the difference is less striking (compare figure 4.3 and 4.5). We can see how even a single query word has a serious influence over the scoring function and, by extension, displayed results.

Right part of figure 4.6 shows a significant difference between Hstr and our solution. Hstr retrieves much shorter history entries than our search application. Our application saves considerably more typing to the user when a single word query is used.

4.4.5 Evaluating metrics

We conclude that our history search application and Hstr perform similarly in all tasks that the user originally performed using Hstr. Contrarily, Hstr does not perform well in all situations when our application can be used. It appears that our solution covers extra workflows that are more difficult to achieve with Hstr. Examples of such workflows are described in the previous section 4.2.

Our search application enables users to retrieve history entries with less typing and remembering. Specifically, with no query, Hstr can only complete about half of the number of searches our solution can.

Furthermore, our search application, on average, retrieves longer history entries from history. Longer history entries take longer to type and remember. This means that the average effort saved to the user should be higher when using our solution.

We should point out that we have used the same full shell history for both Hstr and our search application. Hstr normally uses standard shell history, which might be missing some history entries. In reality, we expect the performance of Hstr to degrade because of the missing history entries.

4.5 User feedback

In this section, we describe how we released the project to the public, what improvements we made based on interviewing our users, and what feedback we get from users.

We released the first prototype of the search application about four months ago. Since then we are engaging with our users and incrementally updating and improving the project.
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Figure 4.5: Achievable searches with a single knowledge token (more is better)
Originally usage of Hstr (left) and usage of our search application (right)

Figure 4.6: Avg. saved chars. with a single knowledge token (more is better)
Originally usage of Hstr (left) and usage of our search application (right)
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Figure 4.7: Screenshot of the non-contextual mode of the search application

4.5.1 User adoption

Since the release of the first prototype of the search application four months ago, the project was downloaded and installed over 600 times.

The project also received over 250 stars on GitHub which is a bookmarking and endorsement feature on the GitHub website. [42] [35]

4.5.2 Feedback from the users

Here, we describe what improvements we made to the project and what feedback we got from our users. We only mention a few examples of changes and feedback.

Non-contextual mode  Some of the users were asking for a way to turn off the contextual search because it can occasionally get in their way. For example, logging into remote servers with ssh can be done regardless of the current directory. When searching for past ssh commands, the contextual search might do more harm than good.

Based on this, we have added the ability to switch between contextual and non-contextual mode with CTRL-R. This way, the user can always choose the appropriate tool for the specific situation. A screenshot of the non-contextual mode is shown in figure 4.7.
More ergonomic arrow key bindings  One of our users was complaining that he is used to repeatedly pressing \texttt{CTRL-R} to navigate to between the search results. He was previously using the standard reverse search.

By interviewing the user, we have discovered that he would like more ergonomic key bindings for arrow keys. He does not like reaching to the arrow keys from the home row. We have added alternative Emacs-inspired bindings for arrow keys; Pressing \texttt{CTRL-N} selects the next result on the page and \texttt{CTRL-P} selects the previous one.

Special handling for exit status  We got some feedback regarding using exit status as part of contextual search. When users kill the running command using \texttt{CTRL-C}, it exits with the status of 130. We anticipated that this would happen, but it is more common than we expected. We could add special handling for exit statuses that have special meaning. This feature, however, is not included in the current release.

4.5.3 User testimonies

Now, we sum up what people say about the project.

In our user base, we have people who have switched from Hstr to our history system. Multiple people have said that our search application has fully replaced Hstr in their workflows. It seems that we provide a reasonable alternative to Hstr.

We shared the project online on multiple occasions, and the feedback we received from people was overwhelmingly positive. [43] [44]

4.6 Additional workflows

In this section, we describe additional workflows that are possible to complete using our search application.

4.6.1 Quickly retrieve history from other sessions

Since standard history is handled individually in each session, users cannot access history from other simultaneously running sessions.

Our search application uses history from all running sessions immediately. This means that users can quickly access history from other open terminals.

Specifically, pressing \texttt{CTRL-R} twice launches the search application and switches to non-contextual mode; This way, the user can see all recent history entries from all sessions.
4. Evaluation and Testing

4.6.2 Find similar history entries

When the search application is launched, the contents of the command line are used as the initial query. For example, the user can use ARROW_UP to retrieve the previous history entry and then press CTRL-R.

Using a full command line entry as a query fills the page with similar history entries. This is possible because of the properties of our scoring function; it returns reasonable results even when there are words in the query that do not match anything.

4.6.3 Write new command line entries based on history

Sometimes we want to write a new command line entry, but we do not quite remember all of its parts. Seeing similar history entries as we type, could make constructing the new entry much easier.

As we already mentioned, when launching the search application, the contents of the command line are used as a query. Conversely, the user can press CTRL-G to abort the search, and the contents of the query are pasted back onto the command line. Combining these two actions makes it possible to transfer back and forth between the command line and the search application.

We can launch the search application and start writing the command line entry into the query field. The search application continuously shows us similar history entries we can use as an inspiration. When we are done with typing the command line entry, we use CTRL-G to get back to the command line. Then, we can execute the command line entry.

4.7 Evaluation conclusion

Here, we sum up our findings from testing and evaluating our history searching solution. We point out why our search application is a useful replacement for both standard reverse search and Hstr.

Our search application matches the usability improvements that Hstr offers compared to the standard reverse search. We have shown this using chosen real-life scenarios.

There are tasks that the observed user completed using Hstr. Our search application matches the searching performance of Hstr in all of those situations. This means that using our solution instead of Hstr does not lead to degraded performance.

There are new workflows that are easier to perform using our search application. Hstr does not perform well in those situations. Real-life examples of such situations are described in section 4.2.

Our solution can complete more searches with less knowledge and typing compared to Hstr. If the user switched back to Hstr, he would have to use queries in about half of all searches that are possible with zero knowledge in
our search application. Our search application also retrieves longer history entries, which saves more typing and remembering to the user.

Depending on a specific situation, the average performance of our search application is either comparable to or better than Hstr. In many situations, however, our solution performs significantly better than Hstr. Because of that, we conclude that the contextual search is a great default way to search history. Furthermore, users have the option to switch between contextual and non-contextual mode. This is useful for retrieving history entries that are clearly non-contextual. We released the first prototype of the search application about four months ago. Since then, the application has grown in popularity, and it was installed over 600 times. We have received overwhelmingly positive feedback. There are people who switched from Hstr to our search application and said that our solution has entirely replaced all their Hstr workflows.
Shell history makes people more productive by allowing them to reuse previously executed command line entries. People use shell for different tasks they want to achieve. Specific tasks often involve particular commands, directories, and other context. The topic of this work is to use available contextual information such as directories to improve the capabilities of shell history features.

We have examined shell history features available in Bash and Zsh. We have introduced typical shell history workflows based on interviews with users and shell usage data we collected. Then, we have described these workflows in detail to explain limitations and disadvantages of standard shell history features. As the main finding, we have identified reverse search as a very inefficient history feature that is worth redesigning.

We have explored popular history tools. Among these tools, we have found state-of-the-art non-contextual history tools that provide a major improvement over standard history by replacing reverse search. These tools address the specific issues of reverse search we identified. We found contextual history tools that are based on appealing ideas; These tools, however, do not match the improvements provided by state-of-the-art non-contextual history tools.

Based on our previous analysis, we have designed a history system. The design is a result of the iterative process that involved feedback from users. Our design matches the improvements of the state-of-the-art non-contextual history tools. Furthermore, it uses context to enhance the capabilities of the shell history.

We have implemented a significant portion of the design. The working solution records shell history with context and usage. It features a full-screen terminal application that searches shell history and shows relevant results based on the current context. Without any search query, the application offers history entries from the current context.

We have evaluated the performance of the search application and compared it with both state-of-the-art and standard ways to search history. We have suggested metrics and used them to compare our solution with state-of-the-art
Conclusion

history searching tool – Hstr. The average performance of our history searching application is either similar or better than Hstr.

We have found real-life situations where our solution provides a significant advantage over both standard reverse search and Hstr. Our solution enables the user to search with significantly less knowledge and typing. Furthermore, our search application, on average, saves more typed characters to the user. We have concluded that contextual search is a great default because it offers new possibilities without degrading the average performance.

As a result of feedback from our users, we have added several features to the search application. Notably, users can switch between default contextual search and non-contextual search. This is great for specific situations where using context does not bring value.

Since the release of the first prototype, four months ago, the search application has been installed over 600 times. The project has over 250 stars on GitHub. The feedback we have received is overwhelmingly positive.

Right now, we want to encourage you, the reader, to try out the project for yourself. You can find installation instructions on the GitHub page of the project: https://github.com/curusarn/resh

Future work

Our work implements the core functionality of the designed history system. However, the remaining parts of the design should also be implemented because they provide considerable value to the users.

One part of the design we want to point out is synchronization. Implementing the synchronization connectors for the daemon would enable history searching across devices. It would also make the stored history replicated, which could prevent potential data loss.

Outside of the things we have included in the design, we suggest an improvement for our search application based on existing research. According to [11], history entries that were already retrieved should be easier to retrieve in the future. The scoring function should be modified to include this extra factor.

Additionally, we propose a topic for future research. Using machine learning techniques and context to provide Autosuggestions tailored to the user is a promising topic for a thesis.

More research should be done to explore relationships between history entries. Exploring how terminal sessions and sequences of history entries relate to workflows of people could bring useful insights. These insights could be used to improve history searching tools.
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Appendix

A

Contents of attached medium

Available online

The contents of the attached medium are also available at:


Installation

Installation instructions for the RESH project are available at:

https://github.com/curusarn/resh

Building from source

If you want to, you can build the RESH project from source using make build (in the RESH project directory). You will need to install Go first. Build and install the project using make install.

```
| README.md  | the file with description of the contents of this medium |
| release    | the directory with tarballs of the latest release of RESH |
| _resh_2.7.6_checkums.txt | the file with checksums of tarballs |
| _resh_2.7.6_darwin_* .tar.gz | tarballs of the latest release (MacOS) |
| _resh_2.7.6_linux_* .tar.gz | tarballs of the latest release (Linux) |
| src         | the directory of source codes |
| _resh       | the git directory of RESH project |
| _README.md  | the readme for RESH |
| _Makefile   | the makefile for RESH |
| _thesis     | the git directory of LATEX source codes of the thesis |
| _figures    | the thesis figures directory |
| _*.tex      | the LATEX source code files of the thesis |
| text         | the thesis text directory |
| _thesis.pdf | the thesis in PDF format |
```
B.1 Example history record

Below we see an example of a JSON structure representing a history record.

```json
{
    "cmdLine": "echo 'hello reader'",
    "exitCode": 0,
    "shell": "zsh",
    "uname": "Linux",
    "machineId": "adf43f004f1748d181e606c329aaf921",
    "sessionId": "a1968bc6-e791-4202-838c-1dbd0111c6e0",
    "recordId": "5f0969c8-9e74-42fd-95cb-1ae8b72c6848",
    "home": "~/home/simon",
    "lang": "en_US.UTF-8",
    "login": "simon",
    "pwd": "~/home/simon/git/resh",
    "shellEnv": "~/usr/bin/zsh",
    "term": "xterm-256color",
    "realPwd": "~/home/simon/git/resh",
    "pid": 13296,
    "sessionPid": 13296,
    "host": "tower",
    "shlvl": 1,
    "timezoneBefore": "+0200",
    "timezoneAfter": "+0200",
    "realtimeBefore": 1590585373.0301247,
    "realtimeAfter": 1590585373.060966,
    "realtimeBeforeLocal": 1590592573.0301247,
    "realtimeAfterLocal": 1590592573.060966,
    "realtimeDuration": 0.030841350555419922
}
```
B. Additional notes

```json
"realtimeSinceSessionStart": 646.9090037345886,
"realtimeSinceBoot": 23034.209003734588,
"gitDir": "/home/simon/git/resh",
"gitRealDir": "/home/simon/git/resh",
"gitOriginRemote": "git@github.com:curusarn/resh",
"osReleaseId": "manjaro",
"osReleaseVersionId": "",
"osReleaseIdLike": "arch",
"osReleaseName": "Manjaro Linux",
"osReleasePrettyName": "Manjaro Linux",
"reshUuid": "704f1603-0eee-4f91-b2c6-2573bcc4dfb1",
"reshVersion": "v2.7.6-2-g92eac3c-DEV",
"reshRevision": "92eac3cbe132",
"recalled": false,
"recallHistno": 1,
"recallActionsRaw": "|||arrow_up:|||arrow_up:echo ",
"recallLastCmdLine": "echo 'hello reader'",
"cols": "211",
"lines": "56"
}

B.2 Sequential structure of command usage

Figure B.1 shows sequential relationships between command stubs in shell usage of a single chosen user.

The graph contains 41 most used commands. Each node represents a command stub, and its size is proportionate to the command stub frequency. Each vertex represents a transition probability from one command to the next one. Nodes _start_ and _end_ represent the beginning and end of terminal sessions.

We can see that there are significant dependencies between command stubs. Many commands repeat themselves with high probabilities. There are also high probability transitions between specific commands. For example, mkdir is followed by cd in 90% of situations.

We created sequential graphs like this based on the shell history of different users. When we show these graphs to the original user, they always instantly recognize their history. Furthermore, they can immediately spot and describe the workflows represented by different sequences in the graph.
B.2. Sequential structure of command usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertex style</th>
<th>Transition probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular/full</td>
<td>1.0 – 0.3 (specified by labels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashed</td>
<td>0.3 – 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dotted</td>
<td>0.2 – 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure B.1: Sequential structure of command usage.